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Rose takes presidency

lenny Hahn/The New'

Students cheer after the announcement of Josh Rose's victory over Fulton Hart and Abdulla EI-Bannan for SGA president outside the Currls Center on Wednesday. Rose won with 38 votes over Hart

Judicial Board
drops violations
by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writer
The Student Government
Association (SGA) Judicial
Board received two election-violation complaints this year
involving the vice-presidential
election.
Drew Thompson, election
ways and means chair. said one
case involved signs being taped
on walls and the other the use of
a voice-amplifying devjce,
..Rumors tend to blow things
out of proportion,'' he said. ''The
Judicial Board's decision was
that, while the rules should be
upheld, sometimes people break
the rules without knowing they
are breaking rules. We had to
make a call, not necessarily on
what the rule said, but what the
rule meant"
According to the SGA Consti·
tution, ''The use of mechanically
amplified megaphones and/or
loud speakers is expressly forbidden," and "No campaign material
shall be taped. hung from or las·

tened to sidewalks, buildings or
other University structures."
Thompson said the Judicial
Board heard the illegal-sign case
but decided the person accused
was not at fault and did not merit
punishment
"Just because a rule was broken
doesn't necessarily mean a punishment is necessary," he said.
The Judicial Board voted not to
hear the second complaint.
involving the use of a voice
amplifier at the Miss MSU
Pageant. because it had the same
premise as the first c31;e, Thompson said.
"Although the circumstances
were somewhat different, the
underlying question was the same
issue," Thompson said.
When the Judicial Board
receives complaints, it votes on
whether or not to hear the case,
Thompson said. People against
whom complaints are filed can
call witnesses on their behalf, and
Board members vote on whether

see RULES /14

SGA announces online voting results
by Melissa Kilcoyne
s1aff writer
Candidates and students gathered in
front of the Curris Center on Wednesday, awaiting the announcement of the
new Student Government Association
Executive Council members and senators.
Josh Rose, senior from Kinmundy,
UJ., defeated Fulton Hart. junior from
Murray, and Abdulla EI-Bannan,
senior from Egypt, for the 2003-04
presidency with 633 votes.
"AU I did was copy what candidates
had done in the past," Rose said. "I
guess I feel pretty good because I
won."
Nick Rexing, sophomore from
Evansville, Ind., defeated Nick
Garvin, junior from Murray, for vice
president with 811 votes.
Rexing said he set out to accomplish a goal and achieved it
"I'm obviously excited, excited
about next year," Rcxing said. "I
wasn't too nervous up until today, and
it just kind of hit" me like, 'Wow,
today's the day."'
Brett Keohan, senior from Paducah,
won the treasurer seat uncontested,
and Jessica Reed, junior from
Gilbertsville, won the secretary seat
uncontested.
Rose said he thought online voting
improved voter turnout and hoped to

continue making improvements.
..1don't think anybody had any idea
because it was the first online election,
and we were all kind of new to it."
Rose said. "I think (the voter turnout)
wa'l more, if I've looked correctly, and
that wa'l the overall goal of going
online. And from other universities,
showing their increase in voters, we're
just following suit"
Re:\ing said he set out to run a campaign without regrets.
"When I went into it. I wanted to do
everything I possibly could, so I would
have no regrets in the end ... and I feel
that I did everything in my power, you
know, everything legally that I could
do, so I wouldn't have any regrets, and
I'm just glad that I accomplished what
I did,'' Rexing said.
JC$ie Morgan, SGA coordinator.
said Casey Workman. a Web analy~t.
worked with SGA in developing the
voting system.
Morgan expected a larger turnout
because of the convenience of voting
online; she said 344 more votes were
received this year than last year, for a
tollll of 1,559 votes.
..We were very pleased that the election went very well," Morgan .said.
"We were very pleased with online voting, but we're always open to suggestions.''
Drew Thompson, election ways and
means chair, announced the results.
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Rob Brown/The News

''It's been an interesting year for
elections. and we look forwanJ to seeing how this new slate of SGA officers
takes over," Thompson said.
El-Bannan said he is proud of Lhe
way he ran his campaign and would not
make changes.
"I wish (the candidates) the best, and
represent the students as best you can,"
El·Bannan said.
Hart also said he wao: pleased with
the way he ran his campaign.
"All the candidates ran reaIIy good
campaigns, and it was a pretty close

election," be said.
Rexing said he plans on always
being available to students.
"If there's anything they ever need
feel free to conWct rn~ bccau~c the
door's always open," Rexing said.
"Thanks f(lf everybody who voted, no
matter who they votoo for.''
Rose also said he would be available
to students.
"I live in room 215 of Elizabeth College," R~ said, "If they need anything, just come on over and talk to rne
or give me a call.''

Investigating officer: Gavin confesses to theft from AXA party
by Melissa Kilcoyne
staff writer

William Gavin
Sophomore

In Calloway County District Court
on Tuesday, William Gavin's defense
anorney requested hb client's charge
be reduced, claiming insufficient evidence. However, Judge Jeanne Caroll
disagreed.
Gavin. sophomore from Jackson,
Miss., is charged with first-degree
robhery in connection with a theft last
week nt the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity house. A plea of not guilty was
entered at the arraignment April I I.
which is standard procedure for all

felony charges.
"I believe that (evidence is present)," Carolltold Scott West, Gavin's
attorney. ''Physical force means force
used upon or directly harming another
person. Part of the theft was getting
away with the money. There would
not be a theft unless you had gotten
away with it, and in doing ~o ... there
was physical force used against someone else. That fits the definition for at
least probable cau~e for the definition
of first degree."
Kendra Smith, investigating officer.
said approximately $1,200 was .stolen
from Chris Jung, junior from Cincin-

nati and president of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity.
Smith testified for the prosecution
and explained to the court that the
Murray Police located the green
Chevy Tahoe, which had been previously described to the police, and that
Jung identified photos of the vehicle.
The vehicle was traced to Phillip
Hall, freshman from Mokomis, Fla.,
Smith said. Hall told officers that he
and Gavin went to the fraternity house
together, but he was unaware of Gavin's actions while there.
Smith said he questioned Gavin
about the allegations, and after deny-

ing involvement, Gavin confessed to
stealing the money.
"He finally admitted he took the
money and drove the truck,'' Smith
said. "He told us where to search in
his room, and we got a right to search
order."
Smith said $150 was discovered in
Gavin's room. Gavin told officers that
he paid $1,000 to a friend and spent
$50 of the money.
After West questioned Smith on
whether serious injury was inOicted
by Gavin, he made a motion to lower
the charge.
"This is basically a snatch-and-run

case." he said. "It's dressed up, but
this is not an armed bank robbery.''
Caroll replied, ''I think hitting
someone with any piece of a vehicle
while it's moving is serious. and I just
don't know how you get around that."
West also motioned for Gavm's
bond to be lowered, but the judge
rejected the motiOn and kept bond at
$15.000.

Gavin, a linebacker for the Murmy
State football team, was su~pended
from playing football in January for
personal problems, said Joe Pannun-

see GAVIN /14
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Scholarships decline
said University President F.
King Alexander asked Alumni
Affairs to gather more scholarWith an e!>timatcd IS-percent ship money.
'1'he bulk of our 'Bucks for
tuition hike next fall, n decrease
in student scholarship money Brains' matching resources
will even further impact stu- have gone to scholarships, and
we arc currently in a position to
dents.
Cnnnen Garland. director of a..:quirc an additional $1.7 milthe University St:holarship lion in state-matching dollars
Office. said overall scholarship for this important purpose."
money is down because of Alexander said. "Due to the
inability of the state to pa.o;s a
reduced interest rates.
"All of our foundation and budget last year, there were no
alumni scholarships are awal\l· matching funds to encourage
ed ba<;e<J on interest income. donors to give to student <>eholand with the interest rates being arships.''
Kentucky Rep. Buddy Buck·
so poor, the interest from our
foundation and alumni scholar- ingham .s~ud $120 million was
ships nre drastically lower.'' appropriated to the "Bucks for
Brains'' program in the 2003-04
Garland said.
As of April 8. the rate t(>r state budget. The program allofederal funds, set by the Feder- cates money to universities for
al Reserve, was I .25 percent. a a variety of academic purposes,
proviued the univer.;itics match
41-year low.
Ellen Dale. University Foun- the amount given.
'The 'Bucks for Brains' was
dation controller, sau.l approximate!) $527.050 is nllocnted probably the biggest, single
for the 2003-04 academic year leap forward for education in
from
foundation-endowed the United States lust ye-.Jt,"
Buckingham said.
scholarships.
However. Garland said
To offset the loss. Garland
, Uni-

by Adam L Mathls
wire editor

Stude~ts
by Lauren Friskel
~afl'

writer

VVhcn Jenn ~ decided to
send supplies to troops oversene;, she wanted to ensure the
efforto; would be as beneficial as
possible.
"l thought it would be a fun
thing to do because it w:~s a
good way to gwe back to our
community and the troops
defending our country," said
Carr, junior from Lexington. "T
wanted someone with a firsthand account. so l went to Laum
Sampley, whose boyfriend is
overseas."
After much thought ami planning by Sampley. freshman
from Owensboro. and Curr.
Springer-Franklin
College
members decided to collt;ct toiletries and monetary gifts to be
put in shoe OO)I.CS and sent to
!iJX'Citic tJ"O(,lps.
Sampley .said her in'ipiration
for the project was the knowl·
edge that loved ones were over-

seas.
"My boyfriend, Jonathan
Mattingly, is (in the Marines),"
Sampley ·aid. "CNN wao; covering his division. and his group
was one of the first to go into
Baghdad.''
Sampley .said she believes the
project was the best way to o;upport 1he tmops.
"During a time like this. this
is the only way to show love and

versity scholarship money has $100,000 because of interest
not dropped appreciably for rates.
With less money to offer,
students during the 2003-04
school vear; thnt amount totals Garland said scholarship com·
$1.875.917.
miuees look more closely at
"Our scholarship budget hao; students' transcripts, leadership
increased significantly over the capabilities and jobs.
pa~t 10 yean;," Garland said.
Don Robertson. vice presi·
"But when we look at our over- dent of Student Affairs, said
all increase in enrollment and some scholarship committees
the quality of our students gave out less money to each
applying for scholarships. over beneficiary in an effort to affect
the p<~st I 0 years, it's just one of more students.
"We try to give a little bit to
those things where it takes
more money to reward more us mnny people as possible,"
students.''
Robenson said.
In addition. alumni gifts have
Robertson said students connot fallen, staying at $2.5 mil- cerned about their financial sitlion for the past two years. said uation might receive more fed·
J. Mark Hutchins. associate eral aid and should consider
vice president for Institutional work opportunities and loans.
Advancement.
Oflicials also will re-examine
''A significant portion of our the applications of students
time is spent on searching for who believe they deserve more
gift dollars to support scholar- money.
ships," Hutchins said. "It
Said Robertson: "The best
remains the single biggest des- thing that can happen for us
ignation of our gifts (from right now is for the economy to
alumni).''
get better."
Garland said alumni scholarThe Associated Press wire
ships provide approximately urvice contributed to this
$80.000, down rrom more than .story.

send supplies to troops

affection," Sampley said. "You
cannot see them or call them "
Sampley has already sent several shoe boxes to her boyfriend.
She said personal experience
wa~; a big help when making the
lbt of items to be ~nated .
"We are trying to get people
to donate powdered drinks.''
Sampley said. "No one really
knows that all they drink over
there is hot water."
Sampley said when soldiers
are on the front line, they only
get to take nne or two showers a
month, nnd when they arc in
combat, they ure not nhlc to take
any.
'"''hat is why baby wipes are
on the list," Sampley :.aid.
Springer-Franklin College
members also are trying to get
the entire campus inv<l! ved.
"We have posters and boxes
to collect items that we are placing in all of the residential colleges,'' Sampley said.
There wrL-; a booth sc.•t up at
Sunday's Spring Fling to aid in
the collection of supplies. Proceeds from ticket sales for the
carnival also will be useu in the
effort.
"We would appreciate anything that anyone has to
uonate," Carr said. "¥.'e will be
doing this Qver the next L'Ouple
of weeks."
Seveml students have rounded up extm items for the cause.
''I heard people talking about
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University officials
finish investigation
by Seth Combs
ac;sistant nt:ws editor

The investigation into reported hazing viola·
tions of Alpha Tau Omega fraternity was completed last week, but a conclusion regarding
Univer.;ity action remains undecided.
On Feb. 14, University President F. King
Alexander received a letter from a parent that
contained allegations of hazing violations in
ATO pledging activities. University officials,
the national ATO affiliate and the ATO alumni advisory board launched separate investigations into the allegations.
Mike Young, assistant vice president of Student Affairs, was in charge of the University's
investigation.
"We have concluded our investigation and
feel the suspension is necessary until we can
correct the things that need to be corrected."
Young said. ''In our investigation, we did find
some behavior that was not consistent with
ATO national policies."
The ATO alumni advisory board has
requested to meet with University administrators to present its own findings and recommendations, said Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs.

"The alumni group has issued their requests,
and it has been forwarded to Dr. Robertson,"
said Jim Saurer, Interfraternity Council adviser. "We're sort of waiting to see how Dr.
Robertson wants to proceed with it.''
A meeting with the alumni board is set for
next week, and Robertson said the alumni
group is interested in having the situation dealt
with as soon as possible.
"(The alumni advisory board members) are
eager to get on with things,'' Robertson said.
'They are ready to present what they feel needs
to be done to deal with the situation. We will
meet with them and allow them to do that.
After that, l'U consult~ with Jim Saurer and
Mike Young."
Robertson said University officials will !hen
decide whether or not they agree with the
alumni board's findings and recommendations.
Saurer said University officials intend to
reach a decision soon. and Robertson said
everyone involved wanted a decision by the
end of the semester.
Bolh Young and Robertson said the status of
the fraternity has not changed since the investigation began in February.
Said Young: "ATO fraternity is still suspended.''

Service center loses
funding in budget cuts
tucky Department of Education, said officials are uncertain how the department will
compensate for the loss.
''The department is required to provide
During a round of state budget cuts and
allocations, the Region One Service Center certain services to school districts, and
those services were provided, in the most
lost its funding and will close June 30.
The closing is part of a wider range of part, by the regional service centers,"
budget cuts, said state Rep. Buddy Buck- Gross said.
Gross said the service centers employ
ingham, 0-Murray. Every service center in
approximately 80 individuals across the
the state lost its funding.
"We had to cut more than $400 million state.
The Kentucky Department of Education
overall, and we tried to make those cuts
where they would least impact the pro- also is facing cutbacks, including the Joss
of staff members, Gross said. Of the
grams," Buckingham said.
Regional service centers are responsible depanment's approltimately 400 employfor providing school districts with techni· ees, a core group of 30 is qualified to fill in
cal assistance and profe::;sional develop- for the regional service-center staff.
Gross said an undetermined number of
ment. Doralyn Lanier, Region One Service
Center director, said. They also operate as department employees also have the backa liaison between local schools and Frank- ground to fi ll in for regional service-center
personnel.
fan.
"We are concerned about the services
The money cut from the service centers
will be used to support other educational provided to the schools in the region,"
programs, such as salary increases, Buck- Lanier said. "West Kentucky is remote
from Frankfort. We can get there much
ingham said.
"We spared education almost entirely, as quicker than somebody from Frankfort."
From July 2002 to February 2003,
we did for human services and public safety," Buckingham said. "In order to do that Lanier ~aid Region One Service Center
we had to make some tough decisions. and officials made over 700 in-person contacts
with school officials.
this was one of them.
She also said the nine consultants who
"The work done at those centers will
have to be provided from the Department work at the center were on loan from local
of Education within their existing budget school districts and will return to their
respective schools after the center closes.
framework."
School officials seeking. aid after the
Lanier said the Region One center's budcenter closes should contact the Kentucky
get was approximately $470,000.
Lisa Gross, spokesperson for the Ken- Department of Education.

by Adam L. Ma this
wire editor

Jenny Hahn/The News

BJ"yan Hayse, graduate studeo• from Paducah, gets
dunked at the Spring Fling to raise money for troops.
it, and J figured rhat if I had
extrn stuff. I might a.-; well help
out our troops," Lauren Buckley, freshman from Jackson,
Tenn., said.
The list of items to be donat·

ed includes powdered drinks,
baby wipes, toilet paper,
antibacterial hand sanitizer,
lotion and more. For a complete
list or more information, phone
Carr at 762-4884.

All Faculty, Staff, and Students are invited to
attend MSU DAY on Sunday, Aprll 27, 2003 at
11:00 a.m.
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Hope Harbor Church ...
SAME TRUTH

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.
D IFFERENT SERMONS

Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowtng how to improve your home, your work, your life.
D IFFERENT M USIC

Featuring a few less hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awesome God.
DIFFERENT R ELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relationships. Life
Is easier when we can do it together.

... a different way to do church.
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Students cast votes online
Our View
Issue:

What do you have
planned for the summer?

The SGA implemented its new
online voting
system.
POSITION:

"My plans are to
work and make
money to pay for
the high prices at
college."
Monk:a Montogomcry
freshman, LOUISVIIM

"I'm going to live
in Murray and ·
work at the MSU
Bookstore.''

'~t-:~1
.

'We applaud the
efforr to make
voting more
convenient for
students. However, students
must use this
more convenient method of
voting. Voting
numbers rose,
but could still
be much higher.

t! 't·.

f•~··~
.,_
f .. .

~

I

Bethanle Clark
SfNllor. Owensboro

r·n ;,.,-,. -·-·. _.
"I plan to go
home and work
for Hultman's
doing sign designs
and also go to
summer school at
Paducah Community
College."
Regie Shaw
jUnior. Paducah

"I have an
internship with
the Colorado
Rapids in
Denver."
Jenny Moss
junior, Dyer. Tenn.

Jenny Hahn/The News
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"The Murray State News" stnves to be the
University commumty's source for inlorma·
lion.
Our goal is to present that information in
a lair and unbtased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for eKpression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
Interested in journalism or other fields relat·
ing to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news pohcies.
"The Murray State News• is prepared and
edtted by students and is an off1cial publica·
tion of Murray State University. The f1rst
copy of "The Murray State News" is tree.
Additional copies are available lor 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

The Student Govern ment Association made a wise decision in making
voting in the SGA elections completely electro nic.
This new fo rm of voting allowed
more students to participate. When
the voting was held in the Curris
Center, commuting and off-campus
students might have found it inconvenient. However, with the new online procedure, any student with
access to the Internet had the opportunity to vote.
ThiS was evident in the voter numbers that increased by 334 si nce last
year.
In light of this improvement we
suggest the SGA consider advertising at least a month prior to the election date. Some students were
unaware that elections were taking
place, and many were not aware of
the proper procedure for online voting.
Since these elections made use of a
new system. SGA should have
informed students of the exact voting
procedures. T he process may seem
simple to some, but a few students
were confused about finding the Web
site and what to do there.
Online voting is a step in the right
direction, however. The people
responsible for getting the elections
online should be congratulated.
We urge Murray State students to
avail themselves of the democratic
process. Voter numbers did increase

from last year. but the 1,520 students
who voted this year comprise only a
small percenta~e of the student population, which IS unfortunate considering how convenient it was to vote.
These elections enable you to choose
the people who wi ll represent you
during the coming academic year.
Furthermore, the SGA has done its

part in making the voting process as
easy as possible. There is no excuse
for not voting.

The stajf editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of "The Murra.'t' State New.\," The editorial board is

•your opini011
CD review Inaccurate; band
produces exceptional music
To the Editor:
When I picked up the April 4th issue of
"The Murray State News." I was appalled
to find that one of my favorite bands was
being attacked. In cao;e you don't know, l
am referring to Linkin Parle
Although I agree that some of its song..,
were similar to the sound on its first
album, i believe its new album docs show
growth as a oand. Chester's "screaming"
(ns it was' referred to) and Mike's rapping
are what makes Linkin Park what it is.
As for the meanings behind their songs,
they reflect feelings about the hard lives of
some of the band members. Before you
attack what someone is e:~tpressing
through song, perhaps you should do your
research.
Did you know that Linkin Park is giving
free concerts to our anned forces'! Did you
know that there are millions of other
bands out there that sound like other
bands? This is bound to happen considering that there are a limited number of
musical genres.
In conclusion, I'd just like to say that
Linkin Park, in my opinion. is a great band
and deserves more respect than it was
given in last week':; issue. Its new album
deserves and receives at least a "B++"
from me.
Nikki Boeham
junior
Owensboro

Restaurant limiting customers,
not expanding dining options
To the Editor:
We protest the decision by the management of Fifteenth & Olive to boycott
French food. products and beverages at
that restaurant. They say they are doing
this as "a political gesture," but what mes·
sage. exactly. are they trying to send?
Do they just assume that ev.eryone who
patronizes their restaurant is anti-French?
Besides, what about the other countries
who also did not suppon the U.S. invasion
of Iraq? To be consistent, are they going to
boyl·ott German wines and beers, Belgian
and Chinese beers, Russian Vodka and
Japanese sake?
They think they may be supporting a
certain idea of "patriotism," but this idea
is a false, shallow one that has no basis in
n~:tunl principles. They ure not making a
thoughtful decision, but are merely following in the footsteps of superficial television entertainers who would do anything
for a laugh. But guess what? Narrowminded chauvinism is not funny. It's the
sign of a small mind and zero sense of history.
The French are a democratic society
that believe in free speech and equality of
opportunity; the French people gave the
United States the Statue of Liberty, a symbol of the American dream - not to men·
tion many of the Enlightenment ideas of
the 18th century on which our country's
Declaration of Independence and Constitution are built.
The great crime they nre presently
accused of by the Bush administration is
having the courage tu speak their minds

and act accordingly. They want the United
Nations to have a say in what goes on in
the world. Is this a crime? They believe
that d iplomatic solutions are better than
wars. Is that a crime?
Funhermore, is it merely an accident
that many of the words used in diplomacy
come from the French: words like entente,
accord, rapprochement, liaison, and yes,
debacle?
The management of Fifteenth & Olive
says the French are trying to keep human·
itarian aid from reaching the Iraqi popula·
tion . Nothing could be further from the
truth. 'fhe French have always been concerned with aiding distressed popul:uions,
particularly in times of war. ln fact, two
French doctors started Doctors Without
Borders. a humanitarian organi1ation
independent of any government that takes
great risks to bring medical assistance to
people suffering in times of famine and
war.
We think that as a restaurant, Fifteenth
& Olive should be expanding tts cus·
tomers' options, not limiting them. A
restaurant - or a democracy - that does
not tolerate differences of opinion is dead.
Long live freedom, and vive Ia France!

Jive there in peace and harmony instead of
takjng our money and talking nasty ahout
us to one and all.
Eric Williams
Hopkinsville

Gaz article positive step in
making others aware of cancer
To the Editor:

I just read Ian Gaz's commentary in the
April 4th issue of "The News" nnd wus
very touchet.l by it in many ways.
First. reading ahout the loss of his aunt
reminded me that although we have made
giant strides toward beating cancer, some
still lose the battle. In 1969 my wife was
diagnosed with Hodgkin's disease. That
type of cancer attacks the lymph-node system of the body. In 1969 the survival rote
for Hodgkin's was 0 percent past two
years. My wife lived after diagnosis for 26
months before dying at the age of 21.
Today the survival rote is between 80 and
90 percent. Truly, we have come a long
way.
Janice Morgan and Therese Saint-Paul
I was glad Gat. mentioned Relay for
Modern Languages Depanment
Life. Here at the Watertield Library. we
have had a team for the last few years. We
spend the entire year raising money for the
Students, faculty and staff American Cancer Society. and each year
helpful in time of parents' grief we are encouraged by the breakthroughs
in cancer research and feel that we have
helped, albeit in a small way, this march
To the Editor:
toward a cure.
Another thing that came to mind as I
We would like to express our appreciation to everyone who showed us kindness read Gaz's commentary wao; the Hospice
during our tragic loss of our loved one, service of the local hospital. There was no
Dana. either through thoughts, prayers, such thing when my wife died. l hope
Gaz's aunt had access to this touching and
visilc;, cards or floral arrangements.
We are especially grateful to Murray remarkable service. l prefer to cull it a
State's faculty, staff and students who · "ministry" because it does minister to the
attended and helped make Dana's funeral patient as well as to the family.
Plans are now underway to hold a firstso beautiful. The purple roses were beauever
local benefit to help raise money for
tiful.
Hospice. It will take place on June 17 at
We would like to thank the students of
Lovett Auditorium. My Y.ife works wilh
White College for the tribute in Dana's
this service, and it is a much-needed minhonor on the front lawn. It was a moving
istry because a.o; both Ian Gaz. and I know,
experience. We are proud to tell people
that Dana went to MSU. So many won- !>Ometimes people lose the battle.
derful people touched her heart. She was
Butch Hutson
truly happy there.
Words aren't enough to express our sin- Waterfield Library
cere thanks.
Dana Boone's family
Whitesville

United States should spend tax
dollars on 'friendlier' nations
To the Editor:
In reference to Terry Strieter's letter:
because you live in a closed environment, the classroom, the owner of Fifteenth & Olive restaurant has lcarnel.l
something you have not -this being that if
you have numerous people eating.at the
trough your taxes supply, then you get the
attention of all by slapping hardest the one
that bites the hand supplying the feed.
Maybe if more people \\oOuld act as Jid
the owner of the aforementioned restaurant. then your taxes and mine would be
better spent on friendlier nations - you
know, the nations that allow our forces to
Perhap~

... '1111!!!!!:.

News article not representative
of true nature of protest
To the Editor:
I am replying to Melinda Martin's letter
to the editor, ''Protesters must have information before rallying against a ~ause," in
the March 28 edition of 'The Murray
State New<;.''
First, Tjust hope people understand thilt
you can't get ''" accurate picture of the
reasons people were protesting from the
article in the March 7 edition of "The
News'' tilled "Students assemble for
National Protest Day." The quotel> selected by Adam L. Mathis do not come anywhere close to capturing the most important information discussed that day.
A misused quote of mine asking where
Busn's Kenneth St:.trr was implied that l
was saying he shuuld be impcuched
because of the military buildup.

r ·

The reusons I said he should be
impeached are because of the false felon
list used in Florida in the 2000 election by
Kathryn Harris and Jeb Bush that knocked
off eligible voters in the Miami-Dade
County area who had similar names.
:mcial security numbers or birth dates as
known felons but were completely innocent. Many of these people were Jewish or
African-American and must likely to vote
Democrat. They showed up election day
only to be turned away. Jeb Bush also
received one of these false felon lists from
Texas, where "W'' tvas stilJ gpvemor, that
~~ly showed ''felons" who had
moved from Texas to Florida.
This information was reponed by "The
Nation." "The Los Angeles Times." the
BBC, Michael Moore's "Stupid White
Men," Salon.com and wsws.org; eventually ''The New York Times" picked it up as
"'ell.
But I also said Bush should be
impeached because of the Security and
Exchange Commission documents revealing that G!!orge W. dropped $840,000 in
Harken Energy Corp. stock several weeks
before the announcement that the company lost $23 million.
This information wru; reported in ''The
Los Angeles Times.. on Dec. 28, 1994,
and in "20 Years of Censored News" by
Carl Jensen.
This is Y.hy I was asking where Bush's
Kenneth Star was, not because of the military buildup.
This is disturbing because obviously the
powers in Wushingtun have such control
that no one is there to investigate Bush for
the unnmstitutional and immoral actions
that took place in Florida or for the same
things ENRON. WorldCom and all those
other companies did.
And maybe even more disturbing is that
the mainstream media, particularly television. have not investigated either of these
issues like it is their job to do.
So I hupe Melinda Manin reali1.es that
not all stntcments by the protesters were
puerile; there were intelligent comments
made. discussing the role of oiltn the war
as well.
The fact that Adam L. Mathis would
select quotes like "I would ruther have a
president who likes blow jobs rather than
bombs" over much better information was
in my opinion just a puerile tactic to try to
inflame readers rather than using quotes
that could actually further discusswn on
the issues or pass on information censored
in our mainstream media.
Talso wuuld like to say that these same
tactics were used for the story in the
March 13 edition of "The News" titled
"Speakers express concerns about possible war." There was much. much better
information presented at the prote..o;t than
nppeured an the story.
Kyle Shadoan
senior
London. Ky.

Wrleto•

·~M~StltfNcws.. welcomes com·

~i~~ m the editor. Lett~

IShoUklbcWJ~~ fewer and must be
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Ed,ucated population
essential to democracy
In My
Opinion

Elizabeth
Seale

"I do not
belong to the
anti-war
camp.
although I
find our
involvement
in Iraq disturbing. The
problem is
simply that I
do not have
enough accu-

rate infonnation to make a
declaration."

I um. perhaps. as neutral on the issue of Iraq as I can
he. In fact, my purpose here is not to join the debate
but to examine the present anti-war protesting. the
apparent division of the American people into pro-war
and anti-war camps and the impact this has on the
democratic process.
To begin with, are the protester:. anti-American or
anti-:;oldier? Perhaps there are individuals who hold
soldiers responsible for following legal orders trickled
down from the actual decision -makers. Perhaps there
are those who not only criticize America, but do so in
an ignorant. ungrateful fashion. However, considering
that many of the protesters themselves know someone
"ho is in Iraq or Kuwait (that, in fact. have boyfriends
and sisters overseas), 1 find it difficult to equate anti·
war with anti-soldier. Furthermure, war has never
been a clean enterprise. Let us not blame the soldiers
for any atrocities that occurred.
In addition. let us not forget who it was that secured
U.S. independence and our liberal-democratic government in the lirst place: radicals, revolutionaries, protesters. It is indeed our responsibility as citizens to
criticize the government's actions; it is our liberty, as
rar as we do not infringe upon the essential liberties of
others, to protest in ways that might include burning
the very nag that symbolizes the freedom to do so. Let
u:. also not forget that it is a :.ymbol allotted much
re:.pect and dignity, but it i~ only cloth nevertheless.
Our hearts should lie not in a symbol or icon, but in
{lUr duty as citizens to involve ourselves in our own
government, be that through supporting the president
or challenging him.
I do not belong to the anti-wur camp, although I find
our involvement in Iraq disturbing. The problem is
that I simply do not have enough accurate information
to make a declaration. Every claim made by one side
is rejectl!d by the other. Who is to know what is true
and what is not'? We have a glut of information but
lack un adequate way to process it or determine its
accuracy.
Nevertheless, remember that there is always opportunity in a crisis. This is the first time I have witnessed
my generation interested in foreign affairs and politics. An environment of interest, discussion and passion hue; replaced a long period of forsnken democracy. However, it is the new activism's potential for
nddressing domestic issues that excites rne.
When we realize that all problem' anc.J injustices in

this world are interrelated. then perhaps foreign affairs
can be intluenced by extension. lf the mobilization of
the people (both pro- and anti-war) can be expanded to
include other issues and problems that affect us fundamentally. ~uch as health, environmental, legislation,
etc .• something can truly be accomplished. That something is education and participation in the context of a
realistic left. This is where my present interests liewith the people and the generation who have more
laws constraining their freedoms than ever before in
the history of this country. For without an educated,
organized public that chooses to have a voice in its
own government's affairs. all legislation is simply
social control. not democracy in action .
As the political activist Saul Alinsky once wrote,
"'Democracy as a way of life has been intellectually
accepted, but emotionally rejected. The democratic
way of life is predicated upon faith in the masses of
mankind, yet few of the leaders of democracy really
possess faith in the people." Among the voices out
there, "social interests have been replaced by selfish
interests."
This brings me to another point. A people must
choose their own destiny. or they will reject it. Perhaps the Iraqis needed an outside force to topple the
authmitarian regime (which was supported primarily
from outside forces anyway). However, they do not
need a new government and way of life imposed upon
them. The people need to believe in their own abilities
to make things happen, to be educated and involved in
a manner keeping with the self-respect and dignity
needed for cooperation. This is social organization
I 0 I. You cannot impose a democracy upon a people thut is not keeping with the idea of democracy in the
first place. However. education and communication is
essential. As long as the people believe they have
originated the idea themselves. American support can
be very helpful in preventing another sadistic regime
from coming into power.
My advice to President Bush and the United Nations
is this: Ask the people what they want and need. Make
sure they are aware they have some power over their
own future. Otherwise, you are wasting our tax dollars
and aggravating the classic problem of a people's lack
of freedom .

Elizabeth Seule is a smior .w>cit~logy major from Middleton, Michigan.

University folks give generously
I will be seeing Fket\Hxx.l Mac
in <.:oncert thanks to some very
gencrou' people at Murray State.
In case you missed my last col·
unm. I asked reader<; to send in $1
to help reali7e a young man 's
dream ()f :;eeing Fleetwood Mac in
concert nt the Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville on May
31.
I really didn't expel' I people to
tnke money from their pockets and
take the rime to nddre~s an envelope and mail $1 to some pathetic
writer with a Stevie Nicks obsession.
llnwever, I apparently undcrestirnilled the generosity of the people at Murray State.
Everyone who wrote in had
{'ncouragin,g things to say. Some
pr:used my writing (which my ego
really appreciated), some shared
my aflinity for fleetwood Mac.
and sum~ had no idea who they
arc and who I am- they just wanted to help.
Thus far. I have received $46
:mu bought my <.:oncert tkket which cost considerably more than
$46, hut every single dollar helps.
I -;poke personally with nlmost
everyone who sent in a dollnr, hut
I think they deserve to be recogniled in this commentary ~imply
because they wok the time, effort
and 111oney to help uut a complctt.·

stranger.
Jessica Wade - You started me
out with my very first doll<lr.
Tune Alexander - My favorite
poc;tal worker. thanks fnr always
being so nice and giving me your
<•pinion about my writing.
Sally Muteja - You o;acrificed
your Big Mnc Value Meal so I
could see Fleetwood Mac. and you
said :;uch wonderful things about
my writing. I will be eternally
gruteful.
'I cresa Thurmun - I know nurses don't receive enough praise (or
reward) for their han! work, yet
you managed to he so generous.
Leigh Defew- You, along with
your parents. are a fellow PM fan.
Thank you for your help.
Candee Rose - Yes, I will
scream really louu at the concert 111 honor of you.
/\nne Well-> - Like you1 fellow
Waterfield Library employees.
you are so gracious and support·
ive.
Lyn Hender·son - I certainly will
have fun at the concert. Thanks.
Pistachio and Cashew - I want·
ed to call and thank you in person.
but J couldn't find your names;
thank you both.
Kristen Watson - You're always
.~o considerate. Thanks.
Mary Black - Thank you so
much for your honesty; I can see

you enjoy a good joke.
Kelly Cathcart- You gave more
than you should have, Thank you.
Abby Aiken - Even "Jowly"
<:opy editors deserve their names
in the paper sometimes.
Michael [)river - You understand my love of good music.
Thanks buddy.
Jason Marchmon - Thanks for
the encouragement and for the
buck. I appreciate it.
Tim Siniard- Even at the Mayfield Messanger you still haven't
forgotten your friends at "The
News.'' Thank you
And to Joe I ledges - What can 1
say, Joe'! I can't even he gin to tell
you how much I appreciate all
you' vc done for me. You've .seen
them all -the Stones, Bruce. Joni,
Crosby, Stills and Nash. Thank
you for understanding how special
it is to be at n real rock concert. l
won't forget this.
I' II he attending the concert with
my friend Krista Kimmel, and I'm
sure we'll have the time of our
lives. As I watch the mystical Ste·
\·ie Nicks on stage, I will be thinking of everyone who helped out.
Thank you all.

In My
Opinion

Severo
Avila

"I think they
deserve to be
recognized in
Lhis commentary
simply because
they took time,
effort and
money to help
out a complete
stranger.' '

Severo A "ita is opinion editor for
''The Murray Stall' News. "
·

Writer vows not
to endorse MIFA
Film Festival
Well, the Murray Independent Filmmaker Association Film Festival is going to run again tonight at 7 in
the Curris Center Theater. However, rather than use
up a perfectly good commentary on plugging said fest,
with its free admission and variety of student movies,
I have decided to write about a variety of things, all in
one commentary.
Please be patient folks; most of these ideas/rants
were thought up while I was working at 7 a.m. today,
and Gibson's thought processes are a little screwy at
such an early hour. They would have been a little better, had I not been up all night editing movies for the
MIFA FILM FESTIVAL, which will be held tonight.
So, the other day, while running around and posting
fliers for the MIFA FILM FESTIVAL, I managed to
get my first parking ticket. See, 1 have managed to go
nearly four years without incurring the wrath of Campus Safety's notorious "ticket Nazis." I have always
been very thoughtful about where I park roy car, even
if abiding by the rules meant parking in the nether
regions of the gravel commuter lot (or as my friends
and I dubbed it, Outer Mongolia).
However, Tuesday, I decided to park in a blue zone
in front of the Business Building, thinking I would
only be getting fliers for the fllm festival and then
leaving the zone. However, after getting the fliers. I
realized I still had to run to the Fine Arts Building to take care of some
business, and rather than repark my car, I decided to take my chances. I
mean, after all, I had violated the rules of Murray State parking for a couple of minutes; surely a few more would not burt, right?
Following the trip to the Fine Arts Building, I decided that since I was
already halfway across campus and soon heading to the residential colleges to post fliers for the MIFA FILM FESTIVAL (at 7 tonight), I . figured, "What the hell? Why not just leave my car where it is and take a little bit more of a risk? Besides, having to move my car would be wasting
valuable time, time that could be better spent promoting the MIFA FILM
FESTIVAL (at 7 tonight)."
However, an hour and a half into my trek across campus, the chances
of me getting out of that parking spot without a ticket were about as slim
as Fox picking "The Chevy Chase Show" back up. They al~o were about
as slim as tonight's MIFA FILM FESTIVAL not being a load of fun.
Sure enough, as I got back to my car, I noticed a little white ticket
tucked neatly underneath my wiper blade. I was no longer a ticket virgin!
Although I had been saving my ticket virginity for something very special (such as parking in King Alexander's lawn), I decided to cheapen the
event by parking in a lowly blue zone. The least the Racer patrolman
could have done was smoke a cigarette with me afterwards. but alas, he
or she was nowhere to be found.
So, to the individual who ticketed the green Cavalier with a Cobra
decal on its window in front of the business building. Tuesday, 1 say,
''Thanks ... it was an experience I will never forget."
And speaking of experiences you will never forget, don't forget about
the MIFA FILM FESTIVAL at 7 tonight.
New topic: the war. Thank god things have really wound down. Many
troops are going to be coming home soon, and things will hopefully be
much better in Iraq now that Saddam/Jerry Haleva is gone. Isn't it great
that all of this is happening right before the MIFA FILM FESTIVAL at
7 tonight? Truly great timing.
Hmmm. what's next? Oh, so there is lhls really cute girl that keeps
coming into the place where I work. She has a really great smile, and I
can only hope that behind that smile there is someone who can truly
appreciate a guy (me) who still has his lunch money stolen by bullies ...
who are still in junior high school. The next time I see her, I will ask her
out on a date. Too bad I d ido' t ask her out already. Maybe she could have
attended the MIFA FILM FESTIVAL at 7 tonight with me.
So, the other day I was thinking about my favorite "Saturday Night
Live" character, and I have decided it was Kevin Nealon's Subliminal
Man, the guy who constantly interjects subliminal messages at the end of
his sentences. MIFA FILM FESTIVAL. Yeah. he was really funny. especially in this one skit where he played an officer in Desert Storm who was
giving a news briefing. MIFA FILM FESTIVAL. I am not going to repeat
any of his jokes, since I truly could not do them any justice. MIFA RLM
FESTIVAL.
,
Why are they called Totino's Party Pizzas, when obviously they are big
enough for only one person, perhaps two at the most? Obviously not for
a full-sized party. Perhaps they should be called Totino's "Small Social
Gathering" Pizzas. But I'll tell you where there's going to be a lot of people ... the MIFA FILM FESTIVAL tonight.
Well, that is all I have got. I have a busy evening of editing movies for
the MIFA FILM FESTIVAL, so I have to end this. But I hope to see
everyone at the FREE MIFA FILM FESTIVAL at 7 tonight.

On

the

John

John Gibson is a columnist for "The Murray Stare News."

Sickness of American culture infects even its most ardent combatants
In My
Opinion

lac
Konkol

I had ne\'er seen, or imagined, the scale of it:
refinery after refinery. oil well ufter oil well.
The tooh. of the petroleum industry covered the
llut landscape like a .;ick forest sprung from
~ccds of gre<'d and de manu. I Joubtcd if any living thmg could survive in an environment such
n~ this; the acrid air alone wa., enough to paralyle the imagination. But ~;urvrve 111 it we do.
On Interstate 20, halfway between Dallas and
El Pa:.u. the end result of our material culture
becomes evident.
My girlf1icnd .and I were en route to Arizona
for n week away from the stres' of Y.ork and
classes ''hen we entered the Texus oil tields.
Together Y.e held our no~es ~>hut and averted
our eyes, trying to keep our senses sune. as the
cnr sped down the highway. Out of the corner of
my cyl" I watched the names of towns fly by on
thl~ uniform green road signs. They all faded
into oh~curit) s<tve for one: Midland - hometown of President George W. flulih .
Midland i'> in the heart of the Permian Basin,
one of the ril'hest nil-producing areas in the
continental United States. That Bush i~ a supporter ot the oil industry i~ no surprise. Midland
hve ~ and breathes fos~il fueb: it 0\\t:'i its very
e'\IStence In the mi<·roo;copic marine urgunism~

that, given the right conditions, produce petro·
Jeum.
Interestingly enough. as much as I despise
Bush'o; politic~ in nearly every conceivable
way, I can't bhmtc the tragedy on him, although
it is tempting. Nor can I blame it on the petro·
leum companies. as much as I disagree with
their policies. The fact is, I am to blame. All of
us are. The only reason I was able to drive past
Midland was because of the service its refiner·
ie~ provide to me.
You don't often hear ardent supporters of the
Green Party admit to lending a hand in the
destruction of the environment. but it io; time I
own up to my own imperfections. None of us
are perfect, und even though we rnay recycle,
carpool. walk in.;tead of drive m plant a tree. it
is often easier to put conviction asiue und take
the easy y.ay. We can't blame some abstract
notiun of Am~·rkan culture for the problems we
inherit. We :uc, ulter all. members of that 'ulture. The corpnrationo; driven by greed that
infringe on our environment and aesthetic values exist only because we allow them. We tell
them what products we want and ''hat prices
v.e arC' willing to pay fur those products. They
are tmly :.ervicing our demand.

This is not to say that we do not have a
responsibility to hold others accountable for
their actions; we do. But in doing so, we owe it
to ourselves to hold ourselves accountable as
well. It is often mo~t difficult to examine our
own actions, our own choices, and to try to see
all the implications they have. lt is frightening
to the point that it can very nearly extinguish all
hope, but it is necessary
The fight for this planet is a noble one. The
survival of our species depends solely on the
ability of this planet to sustain us. Although we
do not appear to be in any immediate danger of
wiping ourselves out (these things take time).
the quality of our existence is and has been
declining at a rapid pace. We have unprecedented wealth and comfort in this country, but
at what price? Can any of us even imagine what
this continent would have looked like before
European arrival'! Do we fully understand the
effects extensive agriculture has had on soil
quality? What does clean air feel like moving
through the lungs'!
I find myself challenged nearly every day challenged to try to uphold the convictions in
which I believe -and it is difficult. I often fail.
as do many of us. But the first step to correcting

those failures is admitting them. This is my
penance. Blame accomplishes nothing. If I want
to have any hope in a bright future for this planet, it begins with me, and that, President Bush.
is a difficult charge to keep.
More than anything, I wish 1 had the courage
to completely leave this strange American cui·
ture behind - to begin anew, with nothmg but
good instinct and perception as a guide. However, the older I get, the more I realize how
much I am a part of all the things I claim to
despise. I doubt if I will ever be able to completely disinherit myself from my culture. and
with that in mind, I am tempted to simply put
my hope in the sure prospect that regardless of
what we humans do, our time on this planet will
come to an end and the memory of our existence wiped away. It is, in a strange way, a
comforting thought.
·
,
On the other hand, I still cling to some shred
of hope that I might yet muster the courage to
just walk away from it all and, like the poet
Lew Welch, hope that "a small part of it will die
if I'm not around feeding it anymore,"

Zac Konkol is chief copy editor for "The Mur·
ray State News. "
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Stem cells reduce MS
symptoms in lab mice

LOUISVILLE (AP)- The Federal Highway
Administration plans to build two new Ohio
River bridges linking Indiana and Kentucky at
a cost of $1.9. billion, a newspaper reported
Wednesday.
The decision, which <>ndorses a recommendation made last summer by the governors of
Indiana and Kentucky, was announced at a
news conference Wednesday in Louisville,
''The Courier-journal" of Louisville reported.
Charles Raymer, manager of the Ohio River
Bridges Project, said the final environmental
impact statement concludes that the project
will cost $1.9 billion, a 36-perccnt increase from
the previous estimate of $1.4 billion. The project's initial cost was included in the draft of an
environmental impact statement released last
year, although the cost estimates are 3 years
old.

BALTIMORE (AP) - Stem
cells injected into mice can
repair damage from an experimental fom1 of multiple sclerosis and sh.lrply reduce symptoms, raising hopes for a similar treatment in humans, a
study said.
Seven of 26 mice recovered
completely from hind-leg
paralysis and others showed
subst;mtial improvement after
the stem cells were injected
into their spinal cords or
blood!>treams.
The study's authors, from
the San Raffaele Scientific Institute in Milan, Italy, say they
now plan to try the ptoced ure
on monkeys using human
stem cells, but caution that a
treatment for human patients,
if possible, is years away.

FRANKFORT (AP) - With the construction
site as a backdrop, Bruce Lum:ford assailed the
Transportation Cabinet's spacious new building as a boondoggle Tuesday. He called it the
''Trans Mahal."
He also promised to make it a regular symbol in his Democratic campaign for governora way to keep up the criticism of a rival candi·
date, Attorney General Ben Chandler, whose
contributors include road contractors.
Chandler's ,campaign countered with more
reminders that Lunsford's former company,
Vencor Inc., went into bankruptcy reorganization. Until then, Lunsford had planned to build
a grand headquarters in Louisville.

Democratic candidate proposes
22-cent hike in state cigarette tax
LOUISVILLE (AP) - A Democratic candidate for agriculture commissioner Tuesday
pitched an increase in the state's cigarette tax
during a forum before Kentucky's most influential farm group.
Roy Massey said the tax, second-lowest in
the nation at 3 cents a pack, should be hiked
to a quarter per pack, and part of the additional money should go to tobacco farmers.
The proposal made Massey, of Frankfort,
stand apart. No one among seven other commissioner candidates advocated a higher cigarette tax dming the forum before the Kentucky Farm Bureau board of directors.

Investigators suspect
split seal in crash
HOUSfON (AP) - Columbia accident investigators have
shifted their focus farther
down the space shuttle's left
wing and onto a seal that may
have developed a slit large
enough to let in deadly heat.
The seal is close to where the
investigation board believes a
chunk of foam insulation hit
during liftoff, and the impact
could have broken or weakened the seal and all or part of
it may have floated away from
Columbia during its second
day in orbit. Such a gap could
have led to the ship's destruction two weeks later during
descent.
The investigators previously
suspected that a mysterious
obj~t seen floating away from
the shuttle was another part of
the wing. But additional testing and the growing debris collection have ruled out a socalled carrier panel, and the
only remaining possibilities
are a seal or a fragment of a

reinforced carbon-fiber panel,
said Navy Rear Adm. Stephen
Turcotte, a board member.

Study questions illness
risk of Agent Orange
A study has increased the
estimate of how much Agent
Orange and other dioxin-tainted defoliants the U.S. military
sprayed during the Vietnam
War. But it remains unclear
whether the increased amount
raises the illn<'.ss risk of those
exposed, scientists say.
Re-examining
military
records, researchers at the
Columbia University School
of Public Health determined
that about 21 million gallons
of the herbicides were sprayed
from 1961 to 1971 - 1.84 million gallons, or 10 percent,
more
than
previously
believed.
Two·thirds of the herbicides
were contaminated \Vith the
most dangerous fonn of dioxin, TCDD, which is associated
with cancers, neurological disorders, miscarriages and birth
defects.

Court allows gay man to
file wrongful death suit
NEW YORK (AP)- The sur·
viving gay spouse from a civil
union can proceed with his
wrongful
death
lawsuit
against a hospital where his
partner died a year ago, a
judge has ruled.
John Langan can sue St.
Vincent's Hospital in connection with Neal C. Spicehandler's death, Nassau County
Supreme Court Justice john P.
Dunne said in a decision
released Tuesday.
Dunne cautioned that he
was not ruling whether Langan should be considered
Spicehandler's spouse in New
York "for aJl p\lrppses." The
jud~ lia\tfl:cHhe fttting-to J\J;.
spousal status for purposPs of
the lawsuit.

Want to build your
---------~·M·» resume with
real experience?

The Murray State News is now
hiring sales representatives for
the 2003-04 school year. If you
are hardworking, persistent, and
can meet deadlines please apply
at The News office, 1st floor
Wilson Hall. All majors are.
accepted.
Salary + Commission
Also Hiring: Ad Production
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Federal Highway Administration
officials plan new interstate bridges

Lunsford describes new building
as boondoggle, 'Trans Mahal'
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Convicted car bomber Scientists identify
appeals court ruling
virus, cause of SARS
KARACHI,
Pakistan
(AP) -An Islamic militant
sentenced to death for his
role in last year's car
bombing outside the U.S.
Consulate
appealed
Wednesday, saying he
was wrongly convicted,
his lawyer said.
Mohammed Hanif and
three other men were convicted Monday by a special anti-terrorism court in
this southern port city.
Hanif and another defendant, Mohammed lmran,
were sentenced to be
hanged.
Two other defendants
received life sentences,
and a fifth man was
acquitted.
The four convicted men
also were fined about
$9,000 each.

NATO to helm Afghan
peacekeeping mission
BRUSSEI S, Belgium (AP)
NATO ambassadors offered
Wednesday to take command of the peacekeeping
mi~sion in Afghanistan.
NATO officials said the
19 alliance members agreed
to requesLc; made by Germany, tht• Netherlands and
Canada that it take a role in
running a command headqunrters for the ongoing
operation in the Afghan
capital Kabul.
Germany had requested
that NATO take over the
mission - now under joint
Dutch-German commandfor the sake of consistency.
NATO will send military
personnel and a military
commander to run the operation. It will not be under a
NATO flag, but wiU remain
ander the U;N.-sanctioned
lnternationnl St.-curity Assistance Force known as ISAF.

LONDON (AP) - Sdenti!"ts have confirmed the
identity of the virus that
causes severe acute respiratory syndrome, a lethal
new disease first detected
in Asia, the World Health
Organization
said
Wednesday.
In experiments conducted nt Era~mus University in Rotterdam,
Netherlands, scientists
infected monkeys with
the coronavirus suspected of causing SARS and
found that the animals
developed
the same
symptoms of the disease
that humans do.
The test was a crucial
step in verifying the
cause of the disease,
which has so far made at
least 3,293 people ill in 22
countries and killed 161
people worldwide, mostly in China and Hong
Kong.
the
virus
is
But,
nonetheless "something
that is new to science,"
Malik Peiric;, a microbiologist at the university,
said before the WHO
findingswere announced.

French minister warns
Islamic extremists
PARIS (AP) - Worried
by the growth of Islamic
fundamentalism
in
France, the country's
interior minister has
threatened to expel any
foreign Muslim religious
leader who disseminates
extremist propaganda.
Nicolas Sarkozy issued
the warning after the
unexpectedly
strong
showing of a Muslim fundamentalist party in
weekend elections for a
new council to represent

France's various Islamic
factions.
He said he would not
allow the council to be
used as a vehicle for
spreading
extremist
views, notably sharia, or
Islamic law.
Said Sarkozy: " Islamic
law will be applied
nowhere because it is not
the law of the (French)
Republic," he said.

Tainted soybean milk
poisons students
BEIJING (AP)- A naturally occurring chemical
found in soybean powder
was responsible for the
poisonings of hundreds
of children who drank
soybean milk at a school
in China's northeast, a
local health care official
said Wednesday.
Authorities launched
an investigation into
whether the poisoning
was intentional after the
students drank the milk
on March 19 at a school in
the city of Haicheng, said
Miss Hong, a spokeswoman for the Liaoning
provincial
Health
Bureau.
Chinese newspapers
have said more than
3,000 children became
sick and three died. Chinese
officials
have
refused to confirm the
number of sick or say if
any died.
Hong said the investigation into the incident
was conducted jointly by
the Health Ministry and
Liaoning
provincial
health authorities. It was
not clear whether any
charges
would
be
brought over the poisonings.

World riejly is compiled by
Adam L.~ Mathis, wire editor.

an evening with Nickel Creek

Student Government Association and the Regional Special Events Center present

Nickel Creek
Thursday, May 1 • 7:30 p.m.
an evening with

Regional Special Events Center
Tickets $15 General Public, $10 MSU Student (with ID)
To charge by phone, call 762-5577.
Ticket Outlets: SGA Office, MSU • Sunset Boulevard, Murray • Betsy's Hallmark,
Benton • Katie J's, Mayfield • Unga Bunga Music, Paducah • DJ's Music, Paris, TN
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Speaker talks.politics Fiesta ups attendance
by Vanessa Chllde.rs
staff writer
In a lecture April 1I, Thomas Mann,
senior fellow from the Brookings Institution, said he was impressed with
what President George W. Bush has
accomplished during his presidency.
"As a political scientist, I can be
imp~ssed wilh as much as (Bush)
has done with so little, but I also see
Lhe cost. fiSCally, of what he used to
get what he wanted." he said.
Mann's lecture, held at 7:30p.m.
in the Cunis Center Theater, was
this year's Harry Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture in Public
Affairs and concluded the annual
English Lecture Series.
Mann said the war with Iraq, new
economy and upcoming 2004 elections have the capacity to change government
''(The United States) went to war
because President (George W.) Bush
willed us to," he said.
Bush's detennination and extraordinary
leadership style made it imponant for him
to commit the United States to war, Mann
said.
"Bush believes the government is driven
by the presidency," he said. "But will the

international affairs, said although he disagreed with Mann's opinions on Bush, he
did believe the lecture raised valid points.
"(Mann) brought out some of the ·problems that will continue to manifest themselves in the Arab and Moslem
worlds," Garfield said.
Mann said low business invest' ' Someone needs to ments and large trade deficits are
explain how we will creating a global economic recesbuild a new regime in sion.
"(Bush) has a 'growth package'
Iraq."
(for the economy) that includes the
elimination of double taxation on
tax dividends ... and it will speed up
THOMAS· MANN
tax cuts that were proposed in
Brookings Institute Senior Fellow
2001," Mann said. "This will provide no stimulus (for the economy)."
Mann said a better idea would be
to place temporary holds on the
income tax and ship some money to
"There have been days of positive the states.
"We have a baby-boomer generation
response of the Iraqi people. and the casualties are nearing 150," he said. "No that is coming to retirement in 10 years ...
weapons of mass destruction have been but the deficit will have reached $2 trillion
used and (there have been) no terrorist in two years," he said.
Mann also said the 2004 Democratic
strikes in the United States (so far)."
However, Mann said there are aspects of nominee for the presidency has the potenthe war the government needs to address.
tial to cause great change.
Said Mann: "2004 will see a very com·
"Someone needs to explain how we will
build a new regime in Iraq," Mann said.
petitive election for the presidency and
Gene Garfield, associate professor of Congress."

web of ... government ... be protected and
enhanced as a result of Lhe decisions he
makes?"
Mann also said his initial assessment of
the war is positive.

at Alumni Weekend
b y Lauren Friskel
staff writer

Mariachi musicians. a Hispanic dance troupe
and after-dinner entertainment by The Cruisers of
Paducah highlighted Fiesta Murray on Saturday
night in the Regional Special Event'l Center.
Fiesta Murray, part of this year's Alumni Leadership Weekend. was organized to honor Murray
State alumni.
Since attendance at the Alumni Leadership
Weekend dinner had fallen during the past few
years, organizers wanted to do something different for this year's celebration, said Leigh Perry,
associate director of development.
"We decided to do a big theme party,'' Perry
said. "ln San Antonio (Texas) every year, they
have Fiesta San Antonio, which is a big celebration. We decided to decorate the RSEC into a fiesta venue and have Fiesta Murray.''
The weekend also included meetings by the
Board of Governors and the Board of Trustees, a
golf scramble and a reception.
"The weekend was to recognize all of our
alumni, friends and donors for their support of
MWTay State through their time and finances,"
Perry said. ''It was to say thank you for supporting
Murray State."

Perry said the weekend was a great success.
"We had over 300 people attend," Perry said.
"It was awesome. A fellow from (Lhe University
of Tennessee at Martin) came and said Lhat it was
the most amazing event he had ever attended.
That was neat since we are kind of in competition
with UT-Martin."
Perry also said there were many compliments
on the food and decorations.
"The food wasn't your standard Tex-Mex
food," Perry said. "It was authentic Mexican food.
The decorations made you feel like you were outside, without the bugs. There were lights strung
across the scoreboards.'' '
Linda Moore, assistant director of development, said Food Services staff members went out
of their way to achieve the Fiesta Murray atmosphere.
'"They went beyond the call of duty for this
when preparing the food." Moore said.
Several other groups also donated their time
and talent to the event.
"The Horticulture Club cultivated ivy from
Pogue Library in little pots for souvenirs." Perry
said.
The volleyball team, Alpha Omicron Pi, Racer
Pride, Lhe women's crew team and the International Ambassadors also helped at the event.

Week's events celebrate student research, scholarship
Robert E. Johnson Theatre, will
include oraJ presentations, poster displays, special perfonnances and competitions. Student participants will
present research completed under the
sponsorship of University faculty
members.
"It's to provide visibility for the students who have done the work and the
faculty who have sponsored the
work," said Mateja. "Both students
and faculty put in a lot of time, and we
just want the rest of the community to
see that."
Oral presentations and poster displays will be separated into sessions
based on th~ir respective academic
disciplines and topics.

by Seth Combs
assistant news editor

All next week Murray State will
celebrate student research, scholarship
and creative work with the secondannual Scholars Week celebration at
locations across campus.
''It's a celebration of scholarly and
creative research activities that our
graduate and undergraduate students
have done,'' said John Mateja, director
of the Undergraduate Research and
Scholarly Activity Office.
The events, beginning at 12:30 p.m.
Monday in the Cunis Center and ending at 7 p.m. Friday with a performance by the Dance Company in the

SPECIALS!

TANNING$25 for ~00 Mi~o

certain individuals.
"The president will be doing a welcome at the luncheon," Mateja said.
"There will be a number of individuals
recognized at that luncheon."
Gary Jones, professor of mathematics, is one of the scheduled honorees.
Earlier this month Jones was
announced as the recipient of the
Alumni Association's Distinguished
Researcher Award.
Other special events include the
annual student art exhibit in the Doyle
Fine Arts Center and a performance
by the Dance Company on Friday.
In his welcome letter, University
President F. King Alexander encouraged attendance at Scholars Week
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Across from Sirloin
Stockade

Four oral sessions will be held
between 12:30 and 9 p.m. Monday in
the Mississippi, Barkley and Ohio
rooms of the Cunis Center. Three sessions will be held from 1:30 until 8:30
p.m. Tuesday, and six sessions will be
held from 9:30a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday. A special graduate-research symposium will be held in honor of the
late Sandra Flynn at 5 p.m. Monday in
the Alexander Hall atrium. Senior
honors theses will be presented Monday and Tuesday. Poster sessions will
be held Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday.
Mateja said a special luncheon also
will be held at 11:30 a.m. Wednesday
in the Curris Center ballroom to honor

PERMS $40 8 Up
HIGHLIGHTS$25 8 Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8
WOMEN'S

Walk-ins Welcome
Call 7 53- 1682

Southside Shopping Center • Murray
'Open Late by appointment•

functions.
"I would encourage members of the
Murray State family to support these
young scholars by attending their presentations," Alexander said. ''I would
also encourage people from the community to come and see how Murray
State is making a difference in our students' lives."
Mateja said all students are highly
encouraged to attend as many sessions
as possible.
"We'd like to encourage all students
and faculty to attend as many of these
different sessions as their schedules
will allow. and certainly the ones in
their disciplinary areas," Mateja said.
Mateja also said the event has

improved dramatically over the course
of one year.
"Last year we had l5 students (participating)," Mateja said. ''The fact we
have 300 this year is phenomenal. The
support of the faculty and the admmistration is just terrific."
The URSA Office continues to look
ahead to next year as well, Mateja
said.
"I would encourage the faculty to
think about next year," he said. "Those
that are doing it, we certainly want to
see come back. Those that haven't
been involved, l'd love to talk with
them about activities or events they'd
like to schedule tor Scholars Week
(next year).''

Got Something To Sell?

TrY Our Qassifiedsl
~~y
news

First 20 words 25c per word.
,
ea. additional word 20c per word.

Place your classified ad at the

Murray State News offlce,111 Wilson Hall.

Barry Ward

www.statelinewesternworld.com

Mon.- sat.
t0:30 a.m. to
midnight
759-3663

Tues. - Sat.
11 a.m. - 1~ a.m.

76~·0040
N.:oN

BIEA.:H

Tunnfng & Storage Ae,,Lal
I 0% discount off ranninJl Packa2es. swimwear
and lotions with MSU 1.0.

Hours
Mon. ·11u's.
8 a.m.· 10 p.m.

812 Whitnell Drive

Murray

Ai. Be Sat.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

Nana's Place
A Loving Devcare

* 6am-1 am
* 6·6 Sat. take Drop-Ins
* Higher Scope Curriculum
* Ltrge Fenced-In backyard {kids safety)

753-3333

Closed Sundml

(ofeman's Safon of Cfieaut1
welcomes new stylist

Misti
Lawrence
A graduate of Ezell Cosmetology School, Misti specializes in
all b ranches of cosmetology, including hair, nails, waxing and
make-up.
Call or see Misti for an appointment on
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Owner/ Operator
Barbara Coleman
208 S. 12th Street

270-759-2467
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Come as you are, by boat or by car.

The Dockside Restaurant
at Eagle Nest Marina

Bring Ad and Waive Regittration fee
OPEN

Phone:

Mon.

767-0486

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tues ·Sat.
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Fax:
753·7993

LOCALLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE
NOW HARVESTING Red & Green Romaine and Buttercrunch Lettuce. Also
Kale & Baby Green Gourmet MIX.

Certified Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.
****"-**"'*:'.***'*
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***"'"$.

.......
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college life editor: Kyser laugh
assistant college life editor: Michael Driver
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this \veek
•friday
•Print Sale- Fine art
print sale, 6:30 to
7:30 p.m., Clara M.
Eagle Gallery.

•FUm Festival
MIFA Film Festival,
7 p.m., Curris Center

Theater. Free admission.
•Senior Recital
David Carmichael, 8
p.m., Farrell Recital
HaJJ. Free admission.

•saturday
• Rodeo - Kentucky
High School Rodeo, 9
a.m., West Kentucky
Expo Center.

(Above) Adam Fuller, junJor from
Hamed, peeks around one of the barriers during the paint-ball tournament. (Left) Chad Wyatt, sophomore
from Oceola, Ark., played on the
Hester Hot Boys team.

Paint-ball tournament splashes on campus
by Michael Driver

assistant college life editor

•sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha. 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

It was not an act of vandalism, but the
intramural field was covered with paint
Saturday.
The Residential College AssociallOn
sponsored a paint-ball tournament thar
attracted 15 teams of five competitors and
more than I 00 spectators, said event coor·
dinator Joc;h Rose. senior'from Kimundy,
Ill.

"I was more lhan happy (with the
turnout)," Rose said. "It was the most

organized thing I've ever done."
Matthew Fraier, junior from O'Fallen,
Ill .. agreed the event was a success..
"lt was great," Fraier said. 'There were
lots of people there, and it was fun ."
Fraier' s team added a humorous note to
the tournament, taking on the misleading
name of Math Club.
"Everyone wa~ coming up with rhese
hardcore names, these paint-ball team
names," Fraier said. "We just thought it
would be funny."
Two divisions, upper and lower, were
set up. and the reams played all other

teams in their division. The top two teams
from each division then competed in a
playoff; scoring was done by Blodgett's
Paintball Planet, a raint-ball company
from Sikeston. Mo.
"(Blodgett's Paintball Planet) was really organit~d with their scoring system,
which made (running the tournament) easier," Rose said.
Although the Marh Club won the tournament, it was not because of a lack of
competition, a-. other teams such as the
third· place Hester Hot Boys put up a fight
Trogdor came in ~ond.

PROFESSOR HOBO
WELCOME BACK TO WILO
ANIMAL WORLO, MATES! THIS
WEEK, IN HONOR OF EASTER,
WE'RE INVESTt8ATIN8 THOSE
WASCALLY WABBITSJ

•monday
•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room. All are welcome.

"We expected to play well,'' Craig
Mione. senior from Madison, Ala., and
Hester Hot Boy, said. "We didn't go out
there ro mess around; we went to win."
The Hester Hot Boy:. came inro the
tournament with three members who had
not previously played. Casey Schwartz,
senior from Sparta. lll., said.
Schwartz said he wao; surprised his team
finished third and enjoyed rhe way the
cour.;e wa<> set up and had a good time.
Rose said he would like to see another
paint-ball event organized sometime next
year, and many of the players agreed.

~~~~~

~----------------------,

THE NATURAL ENEMY OF THE
RABBIT IS THE HAMSTER.
AS PAJlT OF THEIR LIFELONG
STRU66LE AGAINST ONE
ANOTHER, THE HAMSTER IS
KNOWN TO ENTER THE RABBIT'S
DEN AND EAT AU. OF ITS EGSS.

"We had a great time," Mione said.
"We were really excited that it got set up.
and we were excited to participate."
Fraier agreed.
'1 didn't talk to one person who didn't
have a good time," Fraier said. "Even people that got obliterated had a good time."
The success of this year's tournament
ha~ some of the competitors hopeful for an
even larger turnout next year.
'Td definitely want to get in there,"
Schwartz said. "Hopefully there will be
more people. It will probably be a much
bigger event."

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL

r---------------------~

THE RABBIT HAS ADAPTED OVER
THE YEARS. RABBITS HAVE BEEN
kNOWN TO LAY UP TO 500 E66S
A YEAR OURIN8 THEIR AVERA8E
200 YEAR LIFE SPANS, IN
ORDER THAT SOME E8GS MAY
SURVIVE THE HAMSTER'S
ONSLAueHT.

WHY IS THAT RABBIT BATTUNS
A HAMSTER I'VITH A KNIFE?

Chris Schweizer

•tuesday

'\D

I

~

•Senior Recital
Angela Beltz, 6:30
p.m., Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.
•Concert - Symphonic band, 8 p.m .•
Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission.
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24

•thursday

1i

I

•wednesday
•Honor Reception
Honoring Rosemarie
Bogal-Allbritten, 2 to
4 p.m .• Cunis Center
Dance Lounge.
•SGA - Student Government Association
Senate meering. 5
p.m.. Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcome.

I

!..!I

•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.
•Concert - Brass
chamber, 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.
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Nickel Creek plays Murray:

this week
1. Linkin Park- ''Meteora"
2. SO Cent- "Get Rich or Die
Tryin'"
3. Various Artists - "Now
12"
· 4. Celine Dion - "One Heart"
5. Norah Jones - "Come
Away With Me"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Anger Management
Starring Adam Sandler
2. Phone Booth
Starring Colin Farrell
3. What a Girl Wants
Starring Amanda Bynes
4. Bringing Down the House
Starring Steve Martin
S. A Man Apart
Starring Vin Diesel
Source: Associated Press

1. Mary Higgins Clark
"Daddy's Little Girl"
2. Nora Roberts- 'Three
Fates"
3. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
4. Nora Roberts .
"Birthright"
S. Fern Michaels - "About
Face"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
http://Jaunch.yahoo.com
Music and videos from current
big names, reviews, profiles of

up-and-coming artists and customizable Internet radio stations
make this site one of the 'more

versatile sites on the Internet.
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by Jessica Higdon
staff writer
Nickel Creek. which
packed Lovett Auditorium
with its November 2001
concert. is returning ro
Murray State on May J.
The Student Government Association anc.l
Regional Special Events
Center are hosting the concert, which SGA coordinator Jeanie Morgan said is
expected to outsell the previous concert by a large
margin.
"When (Nickel Creek)
first came to MSU two
years ago, their following
was not as large as it is
today,'' Morgan said.
"Now their audience has
grown, and they have
become even more popular
than they were before. We
wanted to host the concert
at the (Regional Special
Events Center) so we

could give more people
the opportunity to see
them."
Nickel Creek is composed of violinist Sara
Watkins. guitarist Sean
Watkins and mandolinist
Chris Thile. who also is a
former Murray State student: the three have played
together for more than a
decade and combine a
variety of genres in their
music.
John Sullivan, Campus
Activities Board concert
chairman, said he is honored to have the band
come back to Murray.
"Nickel Creek is o great
show,'' Sullivan said. "I
think it is great that Chris
Thile wants to come back
to Murray nnd play. I have
heard him play for many
years. I can remember him
sitting out~ide in the Quad
playing when I tirst came
to school here."

•

2001 International Bluegrass Music Association
Award-winning band Nickel Creek will perform at the
Regional Special Events Center on May 1 at 7:30 p.m.
Sullivan said he believes
Nickel Creek's music
appeals to many people

because the band is constantly changing.
"To me, they are the

new sound of tomorrow,"
Sullivan said. ..They are
not only country, but they
are a mixture of all types
of genres. They ure wonderful now, and when they
keep building and improving their sound. they are
really going to be the next
big thing in music."
Sara Bailey. senior from
Waterloo, Ill.. has followed the band's music
for several years and said
she is thrilled the group is
coming back to Murrny.
"I was very excited
when I heard Nickel Creek
was going to be playing
here," Bailey said. "l like
their music because it is
different from what you
normally hear, and I also
think it is exciting that
someone from Murray
State has achieved such
great success."
The band received the
2003 Grammy Award for

Best Contemporary Folk
Album for ''Thi:. Side" and
an International Bluegrass
Music Association Award
for 2001 Instrumental
Group of the Year: Thile
won the IBMA Mandolin
Player of the Year award
in 2001.
Nickel Creek has performed in sold-out venues
across the country and
recently returned to the
states from n European
tour.
The band members have
appeared on the "Tonight
Show ~ith Jay Leno" and
had three videos nppcar on
Country Music Television.
Tickets for the upcoming concert may be purchased at the RSEC box
office and are $1 0 for
Murray State :.tudents and
$15 for the general public.
The band is scheduled to
perform at 7 :30p.m. May
I in the RSEC.

Fire inside AFI's major-label debut
by Michael Driver
assistant college life editor
AFI has come a long way from its roots
as a hardcore punk band in southern California. After releasing six albums between
1996 and 2000, AFI was picked up by
Drearnworks and recently released its first
major-label album, "Sing the Sorrow."
AFl. short for "A Fire Inside," has
evolved past genre barriers that once constrained the band. Although there are definitely influences from punk, pop. hardcore
and metal, "Sing the Sorrow:• does not
clearly fit any category.
Butch Vig, member of Garbage and producer of Nirvana's "Nevermind" and the
Smashing Pumpkin's "Siamese Dream,"
took the rough· screaming that hinted at
greatness on AFJ's earlier releases and polished it to a shine without losing the edginess that makes AFI stund out.
While the songs on "Sing the Sorrow" are
more pop influenced and harmonically
savvy than previous releases, lead singer
Davey Havok still geto; in a few good
screams. and Jade Puget's metal guitar solo

on "Dancing Through Sunday" is on par
with anything Slayer did in the '80s.
Havok's vocals are the key to loving or
hating AFI. His voice reaches well beyond
normal tenor range and wails at levels that
would deafen a banshee. Somewhere
between whining, pleading and determined,
Havok's vocals are appropriate for AFI's
dark subject matter.
"Sing the Sorrow" is an appropriate
album title for a band that does just that.
AFI digs through bleak songs about lonelines~. hate. despair and insecurity. The
lyric" are far from the middle-school poetry of past albums, with phrases such as
"somber resplendence" and .. preternatural"
making up a bulk of the lyrics.
Somewhere beneath the dreary exterior
of AFI's music, from minor keys to
depressing lyrics. is the message of dealing
with pain rather than living in it.
Each song is different enough to keep the
album interesting throughout. Tracks such
as "This Celluloid Dream" and the band's
current single, "Girl's Not Grey," take a
'l ighter approach, with Ravok singing most
of the tracks. Others, such as "Death of

Seasons," are raw enough to channel the · AFl ' s new album manages to rise above
anger of the almost unintelligible scream· whatever punk·rock preconceptions kept
the band out of the spotlight. From the
in g.
AFI's "Sing the Sorrow'' is not an album bouncing bass lines and ripping solos to a
the majority of listeners will likely enjoy. wholly unique sound, AFI's new album is a
For all of the musical prowess, poetic lyrics huge step forward and balances radioand unique sounds, there is certainly no friendly songs with artistic integrity.
other band that sounds like AFI. However,
the album may not be poppy enough to cap- Grade: B+
ture mainstream attention for long or consistently heavy enough to please those anxious for a new metal album.
"Sing the Sorrow" is more accessible
thanks to Vig's proficiency as a producer.
The tracks are mastered carefully enough to
not Jet one aspect of the music see too much
time, and nice touches Lhat could have
become gimmicky, such as a small techno
riff that bounces in the background on
"Death of Seasons," are tastefully used.
Veteran fans of AFI are likely to be
pleased with the band's new offering.
While the yelling has been significantly
toned down, the music still sounds enough
like the music from the 2000 release "The
Art of Drowning.. to be familiar without
becoming stale.

•
Help us recogn1ze
oUtstanding Univei-sity staff!
MSU Staff Excellence Awards
nomination form

Located behind
Goody's across
from
The Apple!

.

Anyone can nominate University staff members for this award. A maximum of four nominations. one
within each employment category-secretarlaVclerlcal, general, facilities management.
executive/managerial/professional, may be submitted by each individual. If two or more nomination forms
are submitted they must be enclosed in one envelope.
Nominees must have been employed at MSU for at least three years. Past recipients are ineligible.

1-

I•

Nominee's Name

Students, why
drag it all home
and back?

Position Title

'

Nominee's Department

Phone No.

Please describe the nominee with respect to the characteristics listed.

Characteristics

Indoor Climate Control
Storage

Self-motivated

Trustworth~

and honest

Dependable
Respected by other employees

Store your Stuff!!!

Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon!

I

--~

-

when you move in!
Premier Mini Storage
Beblnd Goody'a ln the Sboppea of Munay
Call or come by today!
,...,.b.illaborocompanlea.com

~.._ _
r ,.

'\

..._::_..

Your Name

Office Phone No.

Your Signature

Home Phone No.

Relationshie to Nominee
(co-worker, friend, supervisor, student, etc.)

Date

I
I

Jk~~~ ~

~

-

-

and above the normal call of duty.

1r-..,) :

: FREE PADLOCK

...,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.

-

If you wish to clarify the above comments or provide additional information please attach a separate sheet to this form. Please be advised that we are Interested only In those things over

r----------------------•
~

-

Commitment and service to MSU

• U-Haul rentals
• No security deposit
• All units air-conditioned and heated
• Month-to-month leasing
• On-Site Manager
• Boxes for sale

Premier Mini Storage
644 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 270-753-9600
I
Fax: 270-753-9602
I

-

Cooperative and friendlY_

Respected b}! students

---------------1111

--~

Positive attitude

Residential & Collllllercial
• Rates from $12 monthly
• Controlled access
• Video surveillance
• Security alarmed
• Pest control
• Open 7 days a week

Comments

I
1
1
I

·----------------------·

Nominations must be received
before 4:30 p.m. Friday, April 25
Mail completed forms to Staff Excellence Award,
2001 ~niversity Station, Murray, KY 42071
Awards will be presented at the Staff Recognition Banquet this summer.
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GO to the Babcock makes Regents family affair
by Kyser Lough
t.ollege life editor

head of
the college
In this eight-week
series, we take an upclose look at each of
the eight residential
college heads and how
they affect the lives of
students living in the
residence halls.
Week 6:

Regents College

W he n Squire Babcock gets involved as head of
Regents College. he makes tt a family affair.
"He and his family are a lways eating lunch and dinncr in Winslow nnd the (Thoroughbred Room)," said
Laura Kight. frc.,h ma n from Paducah. "His wife and 6year-old Llaughtcr hang 0111 around Regents nil the
time."
Babcock. an associate professor of English , has
served as college head of Regents for three years and
been a fa":ulty member at Murray State fo r It years.
He said he nmtmgcs to balance the time commitment
of being college head and teaching at Murray Stale by
in\iolving his funuly.
"The only way thm I .:an comm it all the time necessary (to being u college head} is to involve my family,"
Babcock stud. "Around Regents. it's no t j ust the college head, it'-; thl' college he ad and family."
Megan LaFo lle tte, sopho more from Louisville and
Regents Residential Co llege Counc il preside nt , said
Babcock kee p~ his family. es pec ially his daughter
Hannah. invoh ed around Regents .
''llannah is around he re eve rywhere; everyone
know., who she i!>," LaFollette said. "When people
rnm;c out of Regents, they always remember Hannah
and ask about her."
ln his three years as co llege head, Babcock said he
has ~een change. especially within himself.
. ' 'Hegents students and concerns haven't changed a
hit; I've changed," Babcock said. " ( now understand

Karri Wurth!The News

Squire Babcock makes sure bls wife and 6-yearold daughter are as involved at Regents as be is by
getting tbem to bang out around tbe residential
college aJ].d attend on-campus events.
the people I'm wo rking with ... much more than when
I was just a professor."
Babcock: also said he keeps himself invo lved with
students outside of Regents.
"Squire is very good about being where students are,
like when he eats on-campus," LaFollette said.
Regarding the residential-college system, Babcock
said much work needs to be done.
"The hardest part (of being college head) is working
within a university system that doesn' t yet fully understand the residential-college concept," Babcock said.

Babcock said part of his job is to enhance the college
experience for all student members of his college.
which includes around 330 residents and mo re than
800 nonresidents.
"Many of the nonresidents have no sense of connection to their college, which is a diffic ult hurdle to overcome," Babcock said.
LaFollette said Babcock tries to bridge the chasm
between nonresidents and their residential college.
"He believes very strongly in the residential·collegt'
model," LaFollette said. "He's always pushing facult)
members and commuters to get involved with
Regents."
Along with serving as college head of Regents, Babcock also is chair of the Council of College Heads,
where he speaks on behalf of the college heads. chairs
meetings and acts as a liaison between the co unc il and
other groups on campus.
Before coming to Murray State, Babcock c;a id he
spent his adult life at a number of different jobs before
settling down as an English teacher and focusing 011
creative writing.
" I've worked as a carpenter, pool-table mechanic,
businessman, ballroom dance instructor, farm hand,
cotton-gin weigh-man, freelance writer and Eng lish
teacher," Babcock said.
When asked how long he would remain college hcaJ
of Regents, Babcock said he remains optimistic.
" This is home for me as long as they will have me,"
Babcock said. "The job is really demanding, anti at
some point I will want to slow down, but for now I am
happy doing what I'm doing."

PRSSA fashion show raises funds for national conference
by Kristen Watson
:-;taff writt:r
Fashion at its finest graced
Freed Curd Auditorium o n
Wed nt'sday night. Public Re lations Students Society of Ame rica (PRSSA) members and volunteers sport ~·d stylish thread ~ to
raise money for the PRSSA
National Conference.
"We hoped that this would give
students ideas of what to look lo r
when they are trying to assemble
their closet after graduation.''
Sara Annent. coordinator of the
fashion show and senior from
Mount Vernon. 111., said. " We

Brian Shemwell, senior from
models during the
PRSSA fasbion show Wednesday night.
~lurray,

focu sed on picking out key pieces
that could be mixed and matched
and that were affordable since
everyone at this age is on a bud·
get."
Local and regional clothing
retailers donated clothing and
e xpe n ise for the show. Goody' s.
Casual Corner. Petite Sophisticate, Cato and Dawaharc's all
cont ributed to support the
PRSSA members attending the
2003 PRSS A National Co nfer·
e nce in New Orleans during the
fall 2003 semeste r.
Arment :.aid PRSSA always
sponsors an event in the spring
where professionals and speakers
are invited to u dinner.
''This year we thought that this
migbt ~a little more fun for
members and people attending
and beneficial at the same time,"
Arment said. "So we shook it up

.J!l

Murray Place

and decided to have a fashion
show.''
Robin Orvino-Proulx, journal·
ism and mass communications
lecturer and faculty adviser to
PRSSA, said Arment did a great
job organizing the show.
"(Annent) is an exce llent coordinator," Pro ulx said . "She is
organi1e<.1 and thoro ugh, as we ll
as able to manage people in o rder
to get the job done.''
Arment' s preparations for the
show included recruiting models,
talking to retailers about lending
clothes . reserving the facility,
creating pres<o releases, choreographing and decorating the audi·
torium.
"I have had severn! members of
PRS.SA that have been really
helpful, so that made thing~ go~
lot easier," Arme nt said. ''In the
beginning it was hard to fi nd vol-

unteers to help out. but as the
date we set approached, the
PRSSA members really stepped
up to meet the challenge."
William Amos, senior from
Paducah. helped plan the event.
" I distributed news releases
and posters in Paducah," Amos
said. "There are only a fe w males
in MSU's PRSSA chapter, and I
wanted to give guys an idea of
how to dress for interviews. in
the workplace and in the real
world."
Arment said women who had
modeled or had been in pageants
helped out tremendously.
"They were good to offer suggestions about a ll sorts of
things." Arment said.
Proulx said she thought stu·
dents would enjoy the fashion
show because their peers planned
and participated in it.

''Everything about the fashion
show has been planned to re late
to the MSU student," Proulx said.
Raegan Campbell. senior fro m
Murray, said she attended the
event to admire clothing and have
had a good time.
"They really shined to night."
Campbell said. " A fashion show
was s uc h a unique event for
PRSSA to have. and I saw many
outfits that I absolutely adored."
Matthew Whitaker, sophomore
from Cynthiana, modeled at the
event.
"The netwo rking reception
(was) a great way to communicate with o ther students and professional s, and the prufc.ssional
clothing (was the best part of thr:
show)," Whitaker said.
Said Annc;nt: " I was glad I was
able to be a part of 1he .show in
such a large way:·

Congratulations to our newly
initiated brothers!
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CONGRATULATIONS to Murray State's new SGA
President Josh Rose, Vice President Nick Rexing,
Treasurer Brett Keohan, Senator at Large Tim Travis,
and College of Education rep Matt Kovack.
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Media pushes
Seles toward
retirement
Monica Seles, unarguably one of the greatest professional tennis players in history, is nearing the end
of her career .- at least that's what the media is telling
her to do.
Seles, nine-time grand-slam champion and holder
of 53 professional titles. turned pro in 1989 and dominated the Women's Professional
Tennis Tour for three years in the
Sports Talk early '90s. In that time she racked up
countless titles and won an incredible
eight grand-slam titles.
Then, on a warm spring day in 1993
in Hamburg, Germany, Seles' career
was cut short by a maniac's knife.
Gunther Parche, a maniacal fan of
Steffi Graf (at the time, Seles' only
real rival) wanted to ensure that his
idol would o nce again dominate tennis In hi!; mind, the only solution was
to get Seles out of the way.
Severo
During a changeover in a semifinal
Avila
match, Parche jumped on the court
and stabbed Seles in the back.
··seles,
After two years of recuperating from
physical and emotional scars, Seles
from child rejoined the professional tour and
prodigy to regained top-1 0 status.
Now 29 and considered the grand
mature
dame of the tennis world, Seles is
champion, being s ubtly ushered off the court has given not by her coach or family and not by
the aches and pains of I 4 years on a
us so
tennis court - by the media.
Apparently, 29 is simply too old to
many
be playing professional tennis - at
years of least according to tennis media.
amazing Reporters constantly bombard. Seles
press conferences and posttennis- during
match interviews.
let's give
"So when are you going to retire,
her some Monica?"
" Is this your last tournament, Monitime to c a'!
decide for "Don't you think it's time to walk
away from the game. Monica?"
herself
Time and again, Scles smiles confiwhen to dently in that wonderful way only a
true champion can, and with the grace
call it a and dignity of a seasoned professionmatch .." al, she replies that she doesn't play
fo r the titles or money anymore (and
shc: 1\!ettain1r doesn't need the moneY,
- having racked up approximately $14 million in
prize money alone. plus three times that amount in
endorsements).
She plays because she loves tennis.
Scles was stabbed at the peak of her career and says
she feels those years arc still in her. When she does
not enjoy playing anymore, she will leave the game.
So why must the media hound her incessantly? It
appears to be solely based on her age. Her game is
still strong. and she loves the game more than she
ever did . The media constantly remind her of her age
and of how ridiculous it is for an old lady (by tennis
standards) to be competing with younger, fitter
women.
The thing is, that is just what Seles does- compete.
Still inside the top 12, Seles is a major force on the
tennis courts. She still wins titles, and even though
she may not cover the court like Venus Williams or
cover "Sports Illustrated'' like Anna Kournikova, she
is still a great tennis player. Monica hits just as hard
as the other women. works as hard as anyone on the
tour. and none can match her mental strength. She
has the game she did in the early '90s - a step slower pcrhnps. but it's good enough to scare most of the
competitors on the Women's Tennis Association
Tour.
So while the tennis media. like vultures, circle
Seles, waiting for any injury or sign of fatigue, she
goes on. She recently acquired a new coach, travels
with a personal trainer, practices every day and travels to a different city each week to compete in tournaments all over the world.
She is a champion, and say what you will, Monica
Seles loves the game of tennis. The least we (both the
public and the media) can do is allow her the time she
wants on the tennis court.
Seles. from child prodigy to mature champion, has
given us so many years of amazing tennis- let's give
her some time to decide for herself when to call it a
match. And when c;he finally says goodbye to center
court. she will leave the tennis world like she played
the game -on her own terms.

Severo Avila i.\ opinion editor for ''The Murray State
News."

Four Murray State seniors go out in style, victorious
in final home match as conference record runs to 5-1
by Daniel Heath
staff writer
The Murray State women's tennis team clinched their fourthstraight win Friday, making the last
home match for the Racers' graduating seniors even more memorable. The Racers defeated conference rivals Morehead State 5-2 to
continue their impressive Ohio
Valley Conference winning streak.
Senior No. 5 seed Annette Steen,
who won in the last home match of
her career 6-1. 6-0 over Georgia
Vanos, said she did not realize it
was Senior Day until after she won
her match.
" I went out there and played like
I normally do, but after I won my
match, I realized it really was a big
deal," she said.
Steen was not alone. Racers of
every class were on fire as the
women won four of the six singles
matches of the day.
Junior Melissa Spencer, No. 1
seed for Murray. increased her
record to 6-0 in the OVC with her
3-6, 6-1, 10-6 win against Katrin
Schwartz.
Racer sophomore Jaclyn Leeper
was edged out 5-7. 6-2. 10-8 by
Verena Baemwick in the No. 2
seed competition. Winning in the .
No. 3 seed matchup was sophomore Jennifer Ward 6-l, 7-5 over
Morehead's Alex Becka.
Cheryl Graham fell in the No. 4
seed contest 6-4, 7-6 to Sheenagh
Stewart, while No. 6 seed freshman
Tami McQueen defeated Ariana
Gracia-Medrano 6-3, 6-4.
The Racers also won every doubles match on the day. Spencer and
Leeper combined to defeat Morehead's No. 1-seeded team, Schwarz
and Becka, 8-4. Steen and Ward

by Jake Lowary
contributing writer
Since its inception in 1976, the
Murray State Rodeo Club has
grown from a three-member squad
to the 60-member group of today,
consisting of both club members
and supporters.
The rodeo club is officially sanctioned by the University but does
not receive University funding.
" We get a little help from the
agricultural department," said
junior Bradley Hobbs. president of
the Rodeo Club.
The Murray State Booster Club
is the club's main financial support,
providing funds needed for travel
and other expenses.
"We raise money for ourselves
through carwashes, calendars and
raffles,'' Bradley said.
The University does provide
scholarships and residential-college rooms for members of the
team. The two scholarships available to rodeo athletes include the
Murray State University Booster
Club Rodeo Club Rodeo Achievement Scholarship and the Betsy
Ross Wilcox Rodeo Scholarship
and are awarded based on rodeo
ability, activities and academic performance. The Booster Club also
hosts events to help the team build
popularity and promote competition attendance.
Despite the team's nearly 30year history. many are unaware of
its existence.
"(I ) don't think there is good
publicity." Norma Hobbs, sponsor
for the team, said.
In the fall, "Meet the Rodeo
Team" is an event organized to

Schedule

3-2

3-2
3·2
3-2

2-4
2-4

0-4-1

also teamed up to defeat Moo:head's
No. 2-seeded team of Baernwick
and Stewart 8-4. The doubles
sweep was completed by the Racers' No. 3-seeded team of Graham
and McQueen as they handed
Vanos and Garcia-Medrano an 8-2
loss.
Seniors Graham and Steen have
both been successful in their
careers at Murray State University.
Graham is currently in the top- I 0
list of career singles wins and the
top-25 list of career doubles wins.
Steen also is in the top-25 list of
career doubles wins and both
seniors are in the top-25 list of
combined singles and doubles
wins.

With the help of such s~ni o r
leadership, the Racer women nrc in
fine form as they head into the final
stretch of the season a nd begin
looking ahend to the OVC wurnamenl. Titis particular squad will try
to achieve something that no othc1
women's tenni~ team hns do ne in
the history of ,\<furruy State athlet·
ics by winning their third co nfer
e nce title in a row.
"We all have good confidence
and hope to win the final aga in,"
Steen said of the upcoming to unmment.
Murray's win against Moreheud
moved the Ra~crs (5- 1) up to sec
ond place in the OVC behind l'c nnessee Tech (5-0}. whkh handed

the women 's squad its only conference loss this season. TTU, the top
seed in 2002 when Murray defeated the m fo r the championship, will
proba bly be the biggest obstacle for
the R:tcers in their bid to defend the
ovc titk.
The women' s tennis team was in
at t1un Thursdny ngainst conference
loc
Southeast Missouri State.
Resuhs were unavailable at press
time.
MSU will pull double duty today.
compe ting against Middle Tennc:.s~e nt 10 a.m. and then in OVC
HCtiun nt 3 p.m. aguinst Tennessee
S tate.
J lead Cvac h Connie Keasling
ucdincd I\) comment.

From Behind the Shadows

Standings
Overall
15-17-1
18-10
14-15
14-16
13-16
15-18
10-19
11-16-1

jenny Hahn/ The Nt>ws

Murray State junior Melissa Spencer and sophomore .laclyn Leeper defeated Morehead State's
Katrin Schwarz and Alex Becka 8-4 in No. 1 doubles action during MSU's 5-2 \'klory April1l.

Rodeo team rides its way into spotlight

OVC Baseball

4·0-1

ll

.l.l'('

Women's tennis wins fourth straight

OVC Baseball
ovc
Austin Pcay
SEMO
Ea~ti!Tn Kentuck-y
Tennes~ Tech
Murray State
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
Tennessee-Martin

sports editor: Cltns Jung
a-.sL-.tant !'iport.s editor: Ant;tl\(b
phone: 762-4468
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help promote the Rodeo team and
bOost its popularity.
The National Intercollegiate
Rodeo Association (N IRA) sanctions 10 rodeos per year. Points are
cumulated over the course of the
year both individually and as a
team. Individual money also is
awarded.
Men (cowboys) compete in six
events, bull riding. calf roping and
team roping, steer wrestling, saddle
bronc riding and bareback riding.
The women (cowgirls) compete in
four events, barrel racing, goat
tying, breakaway calf roping and
team roping.
At the end of the season. the top
two competitors and the top two
teams qualify for the College
National Finals Rodeo (CNFR).
The Murray State Rodeo Club
competes in the Ozark Region .
This year eight team members
qualified for the regional playoffs
in Lawton, Okla. Junior Laura rott
won first place and was crowned
goat·tying champion in the Ozark
Region. She also took second in the
cowgirl's all-around title. Senior
Codi Carter and freshman Amber
Worth also qualified on behalf of
Murray State.
On the men's side, five cowboys
will make the trip to Lawton.
Junior Mark Popham will compete
in the bareback riding event and
Senior Logan Phillippec will compete in the saddle bronc riding
event. This will be Carter,
Phillippec and Bradley Hobbs'
third year of qualification.
At the competition in Lawton.
the top 12 in each event from the
Ozark Region will compete against
the top 12 from the Central Plains

MSU RodCQ/Guest

Murray State junior rodeo lc~un member Laura lott competes at
a recenl compclilion held in 1\lSU's exposition center.
Region. The top seven in each
event will advance lo rhe CNFR in
Casper, Wyo. The hlp· lwo runi c~
tants in each e vent from bo th

Intramural Soccer Standings
Residential College
Men

April 18
Austin Peay@ Murray State {dh), noon
Tennessee-Martin @ Eastern Kentucky (dh), noon
Eastern Illinois @ SEMO (dh), 1 p.m.
Tennessee Tech@ Morehead State (dh), 1 p.m.

Hester
Rkhmond
Franklin
Elizabeth

April19
Tennessee-Martin@ Eastern Kentucky, noon
Austin Peay@ Murray State, 1 p.m.
Eastern Illinois@ SEMO, l p.m.
Tennessee Tech@ Morehead State, 1 p.m.

He!;ter
Hart
Richmond
White

2-0
2·0

1-1

2·0
Women
2-0
2-0
1-1
2•1

regions nlso w ill ndvnnce.
"(We) urc very proud of our Murmy State cowg irls nnd cuwboys,"
No mta Hobbs said.

Intramural Soccer Standings
Greek l.eague
Fraternity
l..mtbd.l Clu Alpha
Alpha Sigm., Phi
Sigma Clu
1'1 Kappa Alpha
Sororily
Alpha G11mma Delta
MM Maria
Hoop Sqund
S1gma S1gm<~ Sigma

2·0
2·0
1-l
0-2

2-0
1.;()

1-0
Q-1
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Six Racers finish first
at Boston Moon Classic

The rodeo team began the spring season Feb. 21 when we traveled to
Starksville, Miss. With only one practice
before the rodeo, the students had a
strong, long go-round. Several cowboys
and cowgirls finished just out of the
short round, the top 10 in each event. In
the Ozark Region, the ladies team was in
second place after the weekend in Mis- .
sissippi.
The MSU cowgirls and cowboys had
their second rodeo for the spring season
March 6-8 at lipton, Ga. The women's
team finished with a respectable third
place, while the men placed fifth, even
though they had very little chance to
practice because of the weather.
The team got to see the sun shine for
the first time during competition this
semester on March 20-22 at Troy, Ala.
Spirits were higher, and so were the
points: The women's team finished second, and the men placed fourth.
For the ladies, junior Laura Iott tops
the Ozark Region in goat tying and is a
contender for the all-around title. (Only
contestants with at least 100 points in
two or more events are considered).
I am excited to have the opportunity to·
work with the Murray State rodeo team.
The ability on this team is amazing, and
some of the students do not even realize
how much talent they possess. I consider it a privi1ege to be able to work with
the athletes at MSU temporarily until the
head coaching position is filled.
Let's go Murray State!

The men's and women's
track teams competed at the
Boston Moon Classic on Satur·
day, and six Racers placed first
in their events.
Junior thrower Brian Knippen led the men with two firstplace fmishes, one in the shot
put (47 feet, 5.5 inches) and the
other in discus (156-11). Senior
distance runner Ryan Davis,
senior thrower Jon Cargill and
freshman thrower Derek Sargent also had strong performances. Davis placed first in
the 3,000-meter with a time of
8:52.56. Cargill won the hammer throw (168-4), and Sargent
placed first in the javelin (1 8611).
In the women's competition,
sopho more thrower Jamie
Nurnberger led com petitors
with two first-place finishes.
She won the discus throw with
a distance of 134-6 and the
hammer throw with a 159.
Nurnberger was Murray
State's only female competitor
to finish first, although many
of the women placed in the top
10.

'Breds take road series
against Eastern Illinois
The Thoroughbreds baseball
tenm outplayed Eastern Illinois 2-1 last weekend in a
three-game road series.
The first game took place
Saturday, with the ' Breds
pulling out an 11-7 win to
improve its O hio Valley Conference record. The teams
were scheduled to play a doubleheader Saturday, b u t an
incident of vandalism on the
field allowed only one game to
be played.
Senior left-hander Gordon
Dugan was credited with Saturday's win after Murray State
scored four runs in the ninth
inning.
MSU split Sunday's doubleheader with Eastern Illinois.
Murray State won the first
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game 4-2, but EIU took the second game w ith a scor e of 5-1.
MSU's two wins brought the
team's overall record to 12-16
and 3-2 in the OVC. The 'Breds
were in a four-way tie w ith
Eastern Kentucky, Southeast
Missouri and Tennessee Tech
for second place in the conference.
The ' Bred s will begin a
three-game ~eries a t noon
today against Austin Peay.
Two games will be p layed
today at Johnny Reagan Field,
with the series closer beginning at 1 p.m. Saturday. All
games in the series w ill be
broadcast on WRI<Y (1130
AM) in Murray.

OVC Action
Baebal Sconts
April 12

Southeast Missouri 15, 9
Eastern Kentuc:ky 5, 10
Murray SUite 11

Eastern IIUnois 7
Tennessee Tech 3, 7
Tennessee-Martin 1, 1
Austin Peay 4, 3
Morehead State 1, 2

Apri/ 13

Eastern Kentucky 8
Soutbeast Missouri 5

Women's golf finishes
fourth at EKU Classic
The w omen's golf team
traveled to Richmond on
April 10-12 for the Eastern
Kentucky Classic. The team
picked up a fourth-place finish in the 15-team even t with a
team score of 952 after three
rounds.
Freshman Lee-Anne Pace
claimed her fourth first-place
finish in five tournaments
with a three-round score of
81-75-74-230. She tied for first
place with Breanne Hall of
Toledo. Eighty-seven golfers
competed in the tournament.
Senior Stephanie Baskey finished in the top 20 with a
19th-place finish. Baskey shot
for an overall score of 240, just
10 strokes behind first plnce.
The women's golf team will
play in the OVC Championship on April 28-30 in Paducah.

Men's rugby dub defeats
Southern Indiana 38-12
The men's rugby club
claimed a 38-12 victory Saturday against the University of
Southern Ind iana.
The six Murray State players to score were sophomore
inside centes' Paul Ho lt, junior
serum-half D.J. Mernick,

Murray State 4, 1
Eastern Illinois 2, 5

Tennessee Tech 5
Tennessee Martin 4
April 15

Belmont6
Austin Peay 5
Jenny Hahn/Th£' News

Junior Melissa Spencer follows through on one of her serves
against Morehead State on April 11. The women's tennis
team defeated the Eagles 5-2 at home on Senior Day. The
Racers will be in action at 3 p.m. today at Tennessee State.

Eastern Illinois U
Westem Illinois 8
Eastern l<enblcky 19
Xavier 5

Morehead Sbte 12
senior lock C.J. Naber, senior
prop Ben Cook, junior hooker
Mike Wilson and freshman
flanker Jacob Payne.
The men's rugby club will
compete next at 1 p.m. April
26 at home against Tennessee
Tech. The women's rugby
club also will play April 26
when it trave]s to the University of Tennessee-Knoxville.

MarshaR 8

OVC Championship rings at 7
p.m . Thursday in the Murray
Room of the Regional Special
Events Center.
The team, under Head
Coach Joe Pannun.zio, won the
2002 OVC Championship after
defeating Eastern lllinois. The
team's overaJI record was 7-5
in 2002.

Munay State 9
Memphls3

Southeast Missouri 7

Arkansas State 6
Western Carolina 12
Tennessee Tech 4
Upscomb 17

Tennessee Martin 4

Football players receive
OVC Championship rings Sports Briefly is compiled
Members of the 2002 football team were presented with

by
assistant sports editor Amllnda
l.te.

STILL LOOKING FOR
SUMMERWORK?

Hmmm, graduation's soon.
Now what to do
with this old bike?

Southwestern still has
5 spots auailable for
Murray State students!
---

---

-- ==~~~=

:1 Earn $8,484!!!

===:::=;

Sounds

really great, huh?!
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------==-=

Sell Itl
with

Murray State News Classified Advertising
1

First 20 Words 25t per word,
each additional word 20~ per word.
Classified Categories Include:
For Sale • For Rent • Help Wanted • Personals
Lost & Found • Travel • Medical • Real Estate
Announcements • Business Opportunities

Classified ads may be placed at The Murray State News office,
111 Wilson Hall , or may be mailed to The Murray State News.
Classified advertising must be paid for at the time placed. No classified ads will be accepted
over the telephone. The Murray State News' advertising policies and deadlines apply.

,

~==-c---=--

.

--=----=-= - ~j

Info rtnation sessio·n s held Tuesday and
Wednesday promptly at 3p.m. an d
5p.m. only! D ress casual. 9rdway
H all Career Services Conference
Room second floor.
You can't go wrong with:
- Great resume experience!
- Getting out ofMurray!
- 2 Former Governors can't be
wrong!
For more information visit www.southwestern.com

sports
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Thoroughbreds upend Memphis 9-&l
,..

Batters one through four go combined 8-for-17 from plate;j.
Kraus wins his first game with six-inning performance]
staff report
Production from the top of the batting order
and strong pitching gave the Murray State Thoroughbreds the upper hand against Memphis (1224) on Tuesday.
The · B reds ( 13-16) reI ied on the first four spots
in the order and excellent pitching by sophomore
right-hander Crnig Kraus to cruise to a 9-3 win.
The 'B reds top four hitters went for a combined
8-for-17. accounting for all but two of MSU's
nine runs.
Kraus picked up hie; first win of the season for
the 'Breds, bringing his record to 1-2. The righthander went six innings without yielding an
earned run and allowed only six hits, walking one
and striking out three. Two defensive miscues led
to two unearned runs tallied against Kraus.
''Kraus is really relaxed with his role on our
staff,'' licad Coach Mike Thiekc said. "He knows
he has the ability to pitch in the weekend games,
but he also knows he has some older pitchers
ahead of him . liis future here is really big for us.
and 1 know he will work his way into being a
conference starter."
Both teams put un unearned run on the board in
the first. The Tigers began with a one-out single
by second baseman Michael Lewis. Designated
hitter Ryan Martin followed on a walk. and Lewis
advanced to third on an MSU passed ball. With
runners on the ,c orners, Martin broke for second
and was caught .stealing, and Lewis took home in
the process.
The 'Breds re:;ponded with a run in their half of
the inning, beginning with a walk by senior center fielder Garner Byars. Byars then stole second
and advanced to third when the throw skipped
into center field. Byars came home on a wild
pitch by Memphis starter Bill Edwards.

The scoring subsided until the 'Breds' half of
the third when senior second baseman Ron nie
Seets led off with a single. Seets was forced at
second on a Byars ground out. Byars stole second, and then freshman right fielder Ike Bridwell walked. Senior first baseman Brett
McCutchan brought both of them home with a
double to right center and then scored on a oneout single up the middle by junior designated
hitter Matt Rebout, giving the 'Breds a 4-l lead.
MSU added two more runs in the fourth,
beginning on a solo home run by sophomore
shortstop Alex Stewart, his fourth shot of the
season. Next, Sects initiated a two-out rally by
singling to left, then stealing second. Byars
brought Seets in with a single to right, pushing
the 'Breds' lead to 6- 1.
Memphis got as close as 6-3. but the 'Breds
used solid relief pitching to stop the Tigers'
advance. Freshman righty Billy Fares pitched
the seventh, yielding one run and striking out
two. Senior southpaw Gordan Duggan came on
in the eighth and retired all the batters he faced.
Junior Greg Gray closed the door, walking one
and striking out one in the ninth to finish the
game.
MSU put the game out of reach in the seventh
when Bridwell led off the inning with a single
and then moved to third on a successful bit-andrun by McCutchan. Rebout then laced a double
down the right-field line, moving the lead to 8-

3.
"The big key to this game, the thing that made
the game change, was when Memphis cut the
lead to 6-3 and McCutchan executed the hit-andrun so well," Thieke said.
MSU will play conference-rival Austin Peay in
a doubleheader beginning at noon today at Reagan Field.

AB

R

H

RBI

BB

4
3
1

2
1
1
2

1
0
1

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TOTALS

4
0
0
0
0
37

3
2
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
9

13

8

0
2

PIIOIING

lP

H

R

ER

BB

so

KRAus, CRAIG
FARES, B111Y
DuG.UI, GoRDON
GRAY, GREG

6.0

6
2

2

0

3

1
0
0

1
0
0

1
1
0
1

BAITING
BYARS, G.4.RNER (CF)
BRIDWELl, IKE (RF)
MERRrrr, ] .D. (RF)
Mc:Crrrowi, BREIT (1B)
REBorn, MArr (DH)
NEWlON, DFRRICK (pR)
KIRKsEY, GEOFF (LP)

5
4

0
4

SnwART, Al.Ex lss)
. BAXIER, Bo (C)

4
4
4

~ ]OHN DAVID (3B)

SEFIS, RONNIE (2 B)
KRAUS, CRAIG (P)

FARES, BIUY (p)
DUGAN, GoRDON (P)
ld«Y, GREG (p)

1.0
1.0
1.0

0
0

2

3'

2
0
0
1

0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
1
3

0
0
0

0

2
0
1

Classifieds
llHIVP.IHillilGIIT's mnvang' Fl~th~d
necued Sign-on Bonus,
Home Most Wt-ekt>nds. Meab, Lodging, Tnnsr<>n;HiCJil 6 month.~ experien~c requacd ..\I •F, 7 a-S p; Sat. 8a1lp. 800~141-4271 ext.•ETI3S.
lNG. Free Job-PI;~cemmt i\.'iSL'ilann;, OW.ISI!R OP.P.MTORS-Load~ are
Job Securily. Travel for u l.ivinp,. l1l00-1 here w:~iting for you! Average <>1.00
H83-0171 DELTMCADEMYCOM
per mtl~ No age restncuon on tr.JcCATCH YOU ON THE AJP FLOP.COI
tors. Trailers!J'ags Av:ulable: No
L<o now hiring comfl;ln)· 'Owner Oper·
forced <h.o;patch: Don't w:~il to calli!
ators 'Singles und Tc:I!Tl.'o 'Loa,l<J wilh 80().3(,6.6361 www.cr.nflatbcd.cotn
mile; available unmedi.1tely' A.JI Jbout
DRIVF.RS: Owner Operators, OTR
& O'ffi POI'iuons, NQ STU·

AI{P.
>UA
AND IIAVB
:A 101 of furrurure that "t! c.m•t Llke
w'ilh \JS, Including lt :;euum;ol :;(,fa, o~n

t.>nlcrt:unmcnt ~.enter cofTcc t;~hlc
and end tobk.,, l'nccs .or.· nt.•gottlhle
CiiJI ( 270) 9')4·1~0 If ln!C~
•
OVAL OAK DINING ROOM TABU'ft
Sill mo~tdllng dta~. 5300 F.xcellent
Con<hrmo (27Q'l 1'B·II76
FltfE l ROOM DIRI'<I 1V S~IF.M
INCLL'DING I~TAUJ.TIO.'-" ~months
free HBO & Culemax·SM value! Acu:ss
l.!St channels! Dlgrtdl quality
pt"tun-IS<.IUnd PackJ~cs $31 W/mo
l.JmitW offer J-80()..200-4617
f-~' YOUR IIUIIDlNG SHIFIF.l >! Stru<.~
tUTJI rcp~ors oof barns, hou..~ Jnd
g.u.tgcs. Call Wuodfon.l Brtl5., Inc fur

str:nghtemng, lcvelinj::. found~loon
and WtJOd rram<.> rep~ IrS l..t!()Q.Ql.D·

TIARN www 1-.I!OO.Oi.I>·I\ARN.C.O~I
:lq. tO, 70, tOOK/MO. Lc;om how to turn
your ye;trly u~<:oom: omo your monthly
inn•lllC, Not MLM No '<.·llmg. ScrimL~
~nly. C.tll l*iO-B>ll-IS,iO cxl. 00.\U
:-;A \X'Mil.L SjX95 NEW SUI'Fit I.UM·

BFH!vl.'\ I H lOI.IO. I.MR<"r C;op.tt·ltics,

options, ATV .t<'(CS..'I<>ro<·~. cd!o!t>rs ,kiu·
dl.'rs. www.nvrwl•nOindu,trie:;.com
l"nrwi>Qcl lndiiS~ries. 2Sl Sonwtl
l>nvc, t~ufi'.tlo. NY l422'i J.ij()(}.'l7R1363 Fn.."C lnlorm;otu>n c.X!300·N
~AOKAY. l'llt th~ot e<Mnput...:r to work'
S(t){l-S"iOOO per mr.•nrl1 11'ftf'T.

"ww fret!\vorkfroml lOOJeJ.Illo com I·
t«')0.{+)()-116114 Hll rt.'l.'t)l'tk:d llle5.stg<·.
I!NGINP.FIU'T> STPEt. IIUIWir-:GS1.< m <.~

pric~.,..,

m 10 yc:;rr... f01t1ory sec-

frt:lt(ht d:U!UgL-d rqx16, thOU·
ofT :ill OUL'il go. No r~.t5Cl1Uble
(liTer refused l·l«ll-222-6335.
t inch.
~nd<;

MSU CLASS/FIEDS WORK/

largest weekly new,paper has ·•n
opening

for u writcr/r.?porter

l'.oge l:iyout helpful ~end re:-umc '
10 Lead~r N~ws. P.O Box 13!!

Creem·ille, KY- 4'2345 or apply 111
person at 1730 w..-,t l!:vc:rly
Broth~rs BlvJ . Central Cir)', KY
AVON·Fnrreprcneur
wanted
Must he w 111mg w work whenever you want, be your mvn boss
and enJOY unlimtt~d earnmt~s

I TI1c cunp will
Oil Georgetown
C,olletc whh claSiii!S Monday lhrough
Fri1Liy. P3nicop-Jnts wUI lind afTt•rd·
ahle lodging :II n~uby motels or ,·an
"'" ,
ks f
mmmutt>. _.._,.,5 oor three W«
o
mten"''e
Jnurn<~IL~m
tr~lninjl,
ndude~ conunmllll hreakfao..t and
lund1 on da.'ill iliys. Regl<;ter hy June
1.7 und f1lY iust S59S. Contact the
Kentucky PrL'SS 1\.'IM>Ct~tlon, (~2)
ll3.S8ZI for full det;uls, course
;~genda und appllauon.
SA1F.S ~eras wanu:d for loc.d area call·
ITlg on smaU 1~. High weekly
commi.•1stons for tndept.-ndent and
<:XfX'nCnct.'d salesperson. CaD [Jenni';
<T.Ivt.>n C SO'Z·m-9612 or I:'.m:ul den-

DF.NTS, ARCTIC EXPRF.~'5, Hilliard,
OH
43026
l-M00·927-04~1
WWW.ARCTICEXPRESS.COM
I>F.I.TA TRUCK DRMNG ACt\Dr.m·16 Day CDl AJ\1) HAZIMAT lltt\1:'1·

our spou<"e·trammg pnlf!l'lm Call tL"t:l s ralk 888-942·4053.
800-CJol·llRIVE www.ditlrtve.com
EDITOR-K!'..NTL!CKY STANDARD
DRNER·llp to $1500 srgn.On honu~~
(LCNI tri·wceklv, 9.650 circula·
Aarhed. Owner Opentor (Discount
tionl in Bardsrown. ~tellar writ·
Part' & Sen.ice), Company, and lease
ing <hnrd news, oprnion, teanis.crovenGa~com
Purchase. Great pay, bomiSo..,. &
rures), edoring, nose for new.,,
$SSWP..P.KLYSSSilistrihutong Mer·
homelimel boyd Bro.,. ll88-617-7H<)8
photograph}'• Ph<HtJshop, pJge
chandisc on dhy We surply prod·
design/paginJtlon 1quark) are ali
uu No onvcntory No ..-xperienl'e DIUVER-COVF.l'-!ANT TRANSPORTmu~l~ . Organizt>d, knowledge r<"CJIUTed, Call t<xlay lor more info I·
Hiring f.xperit:ncc:tl T~m~ :iolo:;
,tble, cxpt"rienc~d New:. "upervt·
R<J0.568·1li)(l ext, 4763.
and Trainers.. O/O·SolOI/T~am:.ll3¢,
DIUVI'HS·TUACTOH TltAII.ER "New
liion preferred. Ron Filkins, 'iOJ.·
We are looking for e..~rerienced
.HH·!JOO~ x 119 (>r resume to
Modt"l Convt·ntional Trauor,; "QuJii·
reams to run pnomy di$p~ll h.
rlilkms®bardstownc:oble net
ty Honot.• Time "Full Hendlt~ Calll-AAS-MORFrPAY CJ~/i7••n.N>
II>EAL GIFTS by FRIP.NOLY hall 1"'-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - ,
orcnongs for party piJn advisors,
your
C:.1ll :tbout our NEW Man~gcr
l'rogi,om
Dc.:or, Goft1o, toys,
I
Ca,h. Trop~. Hecognition 1-!!00College fundratsmg made Simple. Safe and Free .
4HH-4H7'i www.fncntllvhomc . .:om
•"HOME 1\ASFJ) BllS!NF.'i:..•• Put vour
Mulbple fundrllsln& options IYII!.bit. No CMWIShes. No r1Hies. Ju\1 sucunl
computer 1.£> \\ot-k. Earn up to Sl,500
per month I'T. S'\,000 pt."'' nwnd1 fT.
Fundrllsin& dates 11e fillln& quickly. Get wtth the proamns that worill
Free tnforrrutkm booklet Call 1-80().

Eam 51,000 • $2,000 for

Group In just

~1').743'i or "'""' ·work4Jself.net

TO BF. A NE\X'SPAPF.R
RF.PORTP.R? But don t havc the tr;unlllg ru experience. U1.: Kentucky
Pre:<s A~tion and newsp:apen;
acrus.<> 1\entlKk)· arc offain~ a threeweek Jourruh~m Boot Camp. Mon\l'Al';T

hounl

student

"S!!!'puS

:and Drivt'fS, !'-mall Fleet." welcomed,

53' Van.~ & 48' Fl.ulleds, MoleagePar·Loaded & f:.mpty. L & N Tran.,.
portatlon,
Inc.,
800·663-71l6,
Louis,•llle, KY.

- -

NOW HIRING • BLITZ TRAINEES
Pepsi MidAmcrit::t is seeking qualified applicants to fill the no:wly created,
entry-level posttion of Blitz Trainee. Represem Pepsi MidAm<rica in the
placmg of new vendor equipment and merchandising of all products. This
po'iti\m i~ a ~!epping stone 10 sales or management, The working schedule
wtll be Wcdncsdlly through Sunday, from 8 a.m.- 5 p.m.
•:.tucatlnn/Quallnntlon.~:

Pepsi MidAmerica
Ann; Tcni Menser
1531 UA<;, Hwy 641

Pet Sitting

11

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Country Square • Murray

4-year degree. suong communication skills. hi11h

energy lcvci,Wld the desire 10 succeed. Pepsi MidAmerica is the larg~'SI inde·
pendent boltler in the llJtiOn. and offers a competitive compensation and bendits package. Gruduuu Studtnts wtlcomt /o apply.

Benton. KY 42055

Apply on liM @

\loWW.Iizzbin.com
Phone (270) 527-.5088
Fax: (270) 527-5458

Be

A~l.

ll()usc Sitting

WE WILL TEND
F•dos, Fdone.,. F11h, FeQrl\creJ Friends.
as w1·1l as any l•thrr Furry or
non furry "iners In rhcor own
home environmNtt

Shawn Maxwell

753-6147

Become a Kentucky
organ & tissue donor.
Sign the back of your dnvers

license or place a Donor Dot on t1 &tell your fam1ly of your w1sht:'S
For mformation contact·
1-800·525-3456,
or

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.
Located inside
Wai-Mart.
C2003 Blocl<buster Inc.

www.tr ustforHfe.or g

.\ h o II' I imn
II

0:

job.

Full -~trnc

college.
w.·n

help )"'U a•~ your
collepd.....,e.The
Kentucky Army N ational

G ..ard offer• you ~h•
M oncaoma ry Gt 8111. T.,itlon
Aaalatance • • well • • 4UCtra
aute benef'lu. Most Gua,.d
member-s ••rve one
-•kend a mon<h and o:wo
w.•k• a year. Go to collea•
and atUI have ~rn• for a hfe.
In the Kentucky Army
N a uonal G .. ard, YOU CAN!

KENTUCKY

afe!IN'
1·800·GO·GUAP.O
..,..,._, t .. 8QO..GO·GUAAO..com

1-::mall: kytnhnnsr@tlzzbln.rom

ufl~~

Treat yourself or a loved one to a break from lhe everyday stress. We offer
one hour and 30 minute massage sessions. We also offer Herbal Body
Wraps and Gift Cerliflcatt-s are always available Please call Sheila, Lesa,
Carla or Holly ror your appointment.

767-0045
•rrz.. tlliere 'Eve'!lone 'lJesenJes a
One :Hour o/acation.

s 83 rlus 5UTChar)le wn incemivo
sav1ng addoti(>nJI $9,'i/mllc. CDL·A 2
er looking to expant.l. Peterbilt ~'On•
ye.1rs ()"f1{ experience required 1~
ventiooal~. air ride: fiJ.L'. Good pay,
9'\tl.f>766, wv.w epewan.sport com
good benefits. ~peciali7.00 Hauling, M·
WM'T A RAISP.? 1 YF.AR experienn~
F, 7:00.5JO C~U l~tl~.ooQ ,
._.PAY~ S ~7/mo.l~,l)r <M.J:lPl!.CY:$Jrivers!
DRIVERS TUn10N·PAID TRAINING.
More experience pay~ rnore~ Hvm...:•
1\:o ~ checks! No co-signer nt."e<lcd~
time! Bendus! 12 mos. OTR
Wby not ~rt a great career" C'..omp311}'
requlied. Heartland P.xpres.~ I!CJ0.4.41sponsored training prog. llllJTledi<lte
4953 wv.w JJeartlandcxpress.com
full benefiiS padage, cbs;es stanin8 INHALERS-Aibuterol·Atrovent·Comweekly EXPP.IUE.'IlCED TEAM/DR!·
blvcnt-Serevent-Az.macort·Flo\·enr :
VF.RS !\CEDED ASAP! School grad~
nnd Others. Havmg Difficulry? ~
welcome! Call Tracy 800-553-mB EOP.
Breathe l'.a.~y Again. Mt.>dicare rov· ~
CR:-.1 wwwJoinctt•rrcom
ered liquid therapy may be av:~lbble •
START l003 With E~. Home Week·
!r you «]ualify.•\1~D·A-&\VE 1-/!(l().:
ends. Company urivt!f'S up 10 SJ6
224·1919 ext KY1203.

..-..PEPSI MID AMERICA

8 8 8 - 92 3-3238 • www.campusfu ndraiser.com

Ttaal!n

Sl,OOO CASH
OTR drivers. 3 years lbtl>ed CX(X'fi•
eru:e needed. Elitahlished 0Jtbed Ulrri·

Par-t-t:lrne

Your Trw ted Source for College Fundraising.

Take a One Hour Vacation from
Your busy daY!

13c~'t
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Campaign rules difficult to enforce

From Page 1

From Page 1
the complaint is valid. The members
then vote on actions to be taken.
~ Thompson said the online voting
presented new obstacles in monitoring
campaign procedures.
"With the new online voting. it's
going to change up the campaign
strategies somewhat because we didn't
know who was going to be voting," he
said.
The SGA Constitution also stipuhlles a spending limit on campaigns.
Candidates for executive oftice have a

$600 limit, and senate candidates have
a $ 100 limit.
Thompson said this rule was diflicuJt to monitor and hinges on "good
faith" by the candidate.
"It's presented an interesting prob·
lem for us because it's a rule, and it's a
good rule, but it's a hard rule to
enforce," he said.
Even though campaign spending is
difficult to monitor, Thompson said
only one complaint has been received
in the past 15 years.

"If there's something we notice is
obviously going to cost a lot of monl'Y
... we're going to investigate it, but so
far it hasn't been a big problem,"
Thompson said.
The JudiciaJ Board and senate tried
to redefine the spending rule, but they
could not come up with anything detinitc, Thompson said.
''We define campaign spending as
overaJI money spent on a campaign,"
he said. " It includes flyers, posters and
other things used in a campaign."'

Clark fire leaves policy unchanged
by Marci Owen
news editor
A grease fire in Clark College on
Sunday will not lead to changes in residentiaJ.college cooking policies.
Don Robertson. vice president of Student Affairs, said there arc several reasons University officials would be
reluctant to alter the residential-college
cooking policy. but if it became a reoccurring problem, the issue would be
carefully considered.
"We would hate to do that," Robertson said. "That's one of the community
aspects of the residential colleges. Lots
of times students will gather together
and cook meals.

"The other concern would be if you
take the cooking out of the common
areas like that then it would be mort:
likely that students would illegally try to
have hot plates and stuff like that."
Capt. Larry Nixon said Public Safety
was notified at approximately 3:57 p.m.
that there was smoke in the second-floor
kitchen of Clark College.
Nixon said a Public Safety officer
arrived immectiately and went to the
second-floor kitchen with a fire extinguisher, and the Murray Fire Department arrived within minutes and extin·
guished the fire.
The fire was limited to the stove top
where a resident was cooking, Nixon
said. Grease caught fire, and the resi-

dent attempted to smother the flame but
was unsuccessful.
Robertson said although kitchen fires
arc not a frequent problem, there have
been similar occurrences.
'1bere have been instances of people
cooking something in the oven and
leaving it in there longer than they need
to," he said. "It doesn' t happen regularly every week, but it certainly has happened before. It's happened in the residence halls and College Courts."
Robertson said residential-college
kitchen safety is always a consideration
of the University administration.
Said Robertson: "We continually
look nt and upgmde our (kitchen) facilities."

Deadline for reserving ad space is
every Monday at 5 p.m.

Arrest leads to football team dismissal
zio, head football coach.
"We're disappointed fo r
him,'' Pannunzio ~aid ... He's a
player thai pluyed with us last
year, und we su~pended him for
some off-the-fie ld problems in
January. We're disappointed in

byMardOWen
news edi1or
Although no one was injured in
the recent incidents of vandalism
in Regents College, Universicy
oflicials arc making it clear they
are not taking the situation lightly.
"Some people might !'ay we're
overreacting, but we take it very
seriously," said Don Robertson.
vice president of Student AfTairs.
At approximately II :50 p.m.
April 10. the Housing security
staff discoverl·d an obscenity and
a qum1cr-sizcd scorched area on
the wall of the south stairwell
between lhe second and third
floor of RegenlS College.
A five-inch burned area was
discovered at approximately
II :50 p.m. Salurday on a fifthfloor Regents College hallway
oul.'iide a study lounge.
Robertson said any time fire is
involved in a community setting.

it is considered a very serious
issue.
"Safety is of the utmost importance," he said. 'That's why
we're very quickly notifying the
students to make them aware. of
what's going on."
Capt. Larry Nixon said al this
time. each scorched area appears
to have been made by u cigarette
lighter, and Public Safety officials
believe the incidents were related.
Nixon said several inclividuab
have been interviewed but not
necessarily classified as suspects.
"If a person is identified as
causing vandalism, in particular
fi re-related. criminal charges
appropriate for the act will be pursued," Nixon said. "Criminal
damage to both private :Uld University property affects the entire
University community and should
notre tolerated."
Robertson said :-everal measures have been taken by the

administration.
"We've been talking to residents of Regent'>' fifth floor about
what they may or may not bave
seen," he said. "We had floor
meetings on every floor (in
Regents). We've increased security rounds in the building."
On each occasion, Nixon said.
the University police, Murray Fire
Depanment and Kentucky State
Fire Marshal's Oftice were contacted to investigate.
Public Safety has requested residents watch for suspicious activiIY and that anyone with information concerning either incident
phone the University Police at
762-2222 or the Housing Office at
762-2310.
Robert.'ion said a $200 reward is
being offered for infonnation
leading to the identification of the
perpetrator.
Said Robertson: '11lat's how
serious we are about this."

Relax, Worship, Experience!
The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

Non. -Ia•.
11 a.m. - ., p.m.

lun.
I p.m. - 6 p.m.

IJG• (llesfnlf If•• IIIIIY (lolled on Iue.
Advertise with The
Murray State News!

"We're pleased that the inctividual was caught, but our main
goal is to learn from our mistake
so that it doesn't happen again,''
Jung said.
Gavin's case will be heard by
a grand jury Wcdnesday.

Regents vandalism·spurs tight security

he
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him and are coopcraling fully
with the police. He no longer
will be playing football with
us."
Jung said he received part of
the money back and hopes to
prevent another occurrence.

203 S. 4t h St.

753-1854

www.thenews.org

En&tnes

"Home of the special Bean Roll''
Brakes
DriveabiUty
&: Electrical
Dia&nostics

unique Mexican Food · Dell sandwiches
cajun specials · salads • soups · BBQ

~

10°/o Discount for MSU Students
and
with m.

special Price LUnch Menu

'\\

Open Mon. - Sat.
11 a.m.- 12 a.m.

!)~

Rest assured we 'II take excellent care of your
automotive maintenance. Our service technicians handle
every task with the utmost care and precision.

H.S.R.
HONEST SAFE RELIABLE
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

•Corner of Coldwater Rd. & Hwy 121 •

Apr. 24 - Dean Hall
Must be 21 to stay for the band!

Check our new website for bands this summer:

www.murraymenus.com/blgapple.lvnu
Corner of 10th & Arcadia· 759-8866
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